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Singapore‘s Gardens by the The  rst disk storage unit Finland is very much a 

Bay is one of the largest was shipped in 1956. IBM‘s country of paradoxes, 

garden projects of its kind in 350 Disk File weighed one mirroring the Finnish 

the world. ton and could have stored approach to business.
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Francophone engineers are increasingly speak- these two scenarios lies a new emerging reality: 

ing and working in English. While French usually a new class of robots, dubbed “collaborative 

remains the main language in the workplace, robots” due to their ability to work directly 

English is spoken with customers and suppliers, alongside employees with no safety caging. 

during business trips or even with colleagues These co-bots are poised to bridge the gap 

from international subsidiaries. between fully-manual assembly and fully- 

Engine was designed to give engineers a good automated manufacturing lines. Intelligent 

reason to practice their English regularly. It is robots can now even fetch you a beer; MIT 

lled with up-to-date technical and scienti c  engineers have developed the so-called 

information. Because nothing is better than BeerBots, which not only work according to a 

practice, we have included fun exercises and set program, but work in groups performing 

useful lists of vocabulary. tasks given little more than a high-level descrip-

In this issue, we decided to focus on robotics as tion of the general problem to be solved. 

there is a revolution rolling into manufacturing, 

warehousing, materials handling, and supply Enj oy the read!

chains worldwide.

When asked how they envision a robot, most 

people either think of huge, unwieldy robots 

working in fenced-o  areas in large factories. 

Or, they think of futuristic cyberbots mimicking 

human behaviour. But somewhere in between 

fi fi
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NASA seeks to stimulate innovation in the operations and
capabilities of existing and future humanoid robots with a 

focus on the performance of tasks related to space exploration 
missions. NASA’s interests in humanoid robots

derives from their latent ability to more e ectively and 
e ciently operate equipment engineered for humans and their 

ability to function e ectively as astronaut assistants.

Gardens by the Bay is one of the largest garden proj ects of its 
kind in the world. The site totals 101 hectares comprising three 
distinct gardens – Bay South, Bay East and Bay Central. Located 

on reclaimed land in Singapore’s new downtown at Marina 
Bay, the site provides a unique leisure destination for local and 

international visitors.

Ibuku, a team of designers and 
builders, explain how they create 
original bamboo structures to build 
houses in Bali.

A robotics revolution is rolling into 
manufacturing, warehousing, ma-
terials handling, and supp yl  chains
worldwide.

Proposed back in 2013, China 
opened its newest engineering 
masterpiece on 9 August 2015. 
Locals have been referring to it as 
the “Over-Water” highway.Interesting and useful books and 

websites 

The Renishaw neuromate stereo-
tactic system assists in SEEG proce-
dures to de ne the epileptogenic 
zone, increasing accuracy 

MIT engineers have created Beer-
Bots, a set of robots programmed 
to fetch drinks.
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IBM’s rst disk storage unitfi

The hard drive has been the staple of the storage industry since 
the rst one was shipped in 1956, and will continue to remain so 

for the foreseeable future. The rst hard drive, 
the IBM 350 Disk File, was designed to work with the IBM 305 

RAMAC mainframe computer.

Four years after the Arab Spring destabilised this country of 90 
million, Egypt’s new leaders hope that the grand opening of the 

New Suez Canal will serve as a tangible symbol of the coun-
try ’s resurrection from political chaos. But while the innovative 

nancing and the speedy construction of the new canal were 
impressive, Egypt still has a great deal of work to do if it wants 
western investors and tourists to come  back. And for tourists 

there is a great deal to see and explore in Egypt .

fi
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travel – Egypt
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Some basics about industrial At the heart of great customer Problem-solving techniques
robots service is the way we interact with 

our customers. It will come as 
no surprise to hear that we don’t Socialising with con dence – 

mechatronics & robotics always get those interactions exercise on short and polite  
 right. What we need is a distinct answers.

skill set. One of these skills is  
Little robots: The University of active listening.
Houston’s College of Engineer-  Word eld: processing
ing presents this series about the 
machines that make our civilisa- Vast horizons of forests and lakes 
tion run, and the people whose with revitalising crisp air plus cut-
ingenuity created them. ting-edge urbanity. That’s Finland. 

It is also very much a country of English tenses are not as di cult 
paradoxes, mirroring the Finnish as you think they might be.
approach to business.

Rhetorical devices & diplomatic 
NZ: New Zealanders have a  language 
can-do attitude and have invent-
ed many things which are now 
known and used around   
the world.

worldwide language
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Rocket Science

Space

assess évaluer

back-up sauvegarde

back (to) renforcer

call for expressions of appel à manifestation 
d'intérêtinterest

enable permettre

ensure assurer, garantir

key role rôle clé

launch lancer

relocate déménager, délocaliser

space-grade adapté à 
l’environnement spatial

state-of-the-art de pointe

support soutenir, encourager

withdrawal retrait, désengagement

Source :

Sandle, P. and Auchard, E. (2018, February, 27) Moon to 

get  rst mobile phone network. Reuters. Retrieved from 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-telecoms-mobile-

world-moon/moon-to-get-  rst-mobile-phone-network-

idUSKCN1GB27A

fi
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Space policy: Galileo Security Monitoring Centre back-up site 
moves to Spain

Moon to get  rst mobile phone 
network

fi

The European Commission adopted a decision to transfer the back-up site of the 

Galileo Security Monitoring Centre from the United Kingdom to Spain.

The Galileo Security Monitoring Centre (GSMC) is a technical infrastructure 

which plays a key role in ensuring the security of the EU’s satellite navigation 

programme Galileo, including its Public Regulated Service (PRS). The GSMC has 

its main and operational location in France and its back-up site in the United 

Kingdom (Swanwick). As a consequence of the United Kingdom’s withdrawal from 

the EU, the GSMC’s back-up site needs to be relocated from the United Kingdom 

to one of the 27 EU Member States.

Commissioner for the Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs 

El bieta said:

On 1 August 2017, the Commission launched an open and transparent call for expressions of interest to host the back-up site of 

the GSMC. Six Member States (Belgium, Italy, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia and Spain) submitted proposals which the Commission 

 assessed according to obj ective technical, security,  nancial and programmatic criteria on the basis of the rules foreseen in the Galileo 

Regulation. On 18 J anuary 2018, representatives of 27 Member States in the European Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) 

Programmes Committee voted in favour of the Commission proposal to relocate the back-up site to Spain. With today ’s formal decision, 

the Commission is launching the process for the transfer of the back-up site from the UK to Spain.

The moon will get its  rst 

mobile phone network next 

year, enabling high-de  nition 

streaming from the lunar 

landscape back to earth, part 

of a proj ect to back the  rst 

privately funded moon mission.

Vodafone Germany, network 

equipment maker Nokia and 

carmaker Audi said they were 

working together to support 

the mission, 50 years after the  rst NASA astronauts walked on the moon. 

Vodafone said it had appointed Nokia as its technology partner to develop 

a space-grade network which would be a small piece of hardware weighing 

less than a bag of sugar.

The companies are working with Berlin-based company PTScientists 

on the proj ect, with a launch scheduled in 2019 from Cape Canaveral on 

a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket, Vodafone said. “

,” 

Vodafone Germany Chief Executive Hannes Ametsreiter said. One executive 

involved said the decision to build a 4G network rather a state-of-the-art 

5G network was taken because the next generation networks remain in the 

testing and trial stage and are not stable enough to ensure they would work 

from the lunar surface.

 

fi
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 “Europe’s satellite navigation system Galileo has already 

been delivering high quality services for over a year now. With today ’s decision the 

Commission is taking the necessary operational steps to ensure business continuity 

and preserve the security of the Galileo system.”

This proj ect involves a radically 

innovative approach to the development of mobile network infrastructure

www.gsa.europa.eu

www.reuters.com
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Robots

Solar energy

automation automatisation

bolster soutenir,stimuler

global international

deployment déploiement

gather speed, to prendre de la vitesse

hub pôle

manufacturing industry secteur industriel

to be poised for être bien positionné

shine a light, to mettre en lumière, 
lever le voile sur

tender offre

wind power énergie éolienne

Robot density rises globally

Sunny renaissance: European PV 
market growing

The automation of production is accelerating around the world: 74 robot units 

per 10,000 employees is the new average of global robot density in the manu-

facturing industries (2015: 66 units). By regions, the average robot density in 

Europe is 99 units, in the Americas 84 and in Asia 63 units.

The top 10 most automated countries in the world are: South Korea, 

 Singapore, Germany, J apan, Sweden, Denmark, USA, Italy, Belgium and Taiwan. 

This is according to the 2017 World Robot Statistics, issued by the International 

Federation of Robotics (IFR).

“Robot density is an excellent standard for comparison in order to take 

into account the di  erences in the automation degree of the manufacturing 

industry in various countries,” says J unj i Tsuda, President of the International 

Federation of Robotics. “As a result of the high volume of robot installations in 

Asia in recent years, the region has the highest growth rate. Between 2010 and 

2016, the average annual growth rate of robot density in Asia was 9 percent, in 

the Americas 7 percent and in Europe 5 percent.”

The global photovoltaics (PV) market is gathering speed: 2018 is likely to see 

annual PV deployment pass the 100 g gi awatt (GW) mark for the  rst time, 

according to the latest analysis from GTM Research. Europe in particular is 

witnessing a new PV boom. In 2018, experts expect deployment to exceed 

10 GW for the  rst time in years. Last year the European solar market already 

recorded annual growth of 28 percent, based on deployment of 8.61 GW. 

The European market is primarily driven by tenders and power purchase 

agreements, where PV scores points thanks to its low cost. The advantages 

of solar power self-consumption are also bolstering growth. Intersolar 

Europe will shine a light on new developments in the PV market and the 

changes that are energizing it , from J une 20-22, 2018 in Munich. This year, 

the international industry event will be taking place alongside other energy 

exhibitions for the  rst time under the umbrella of , the 

innovation hub for new energy solutions.

The European solar market is poised for a renaissance. In 2018, growth 

of more than 30 percent is expected – in Germany and also, in particular, 

in the Netherlands, Spain and France. In Spain and the Netherlands, 2018 

will see deployment exceed one g gi awatt for the  rst time. Larger PV plants 

with a capacity of j ust under 4 GW are also planned in Spain before the end 

of 2019. Behind these advances is the growing success of photovoltaics as 

an economical alternative to wind power in public tenders. Sunny days are 

also on the horizon for France, where solar power plants with a capacity of 

roughly 20 GW are to be set up by the year 2023. Alongside large PV power 

plants, the country also supports smaller installations and on-site consump-

tion via public tenders.
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Ibuku is a team of designers and builders who to make the most of 

bamboo and local talented and young minds. They believe that 

bamboo’s potential is . It should be used to house many more 

people, especially in the tropics. The team works hard to draw out beauty from 

this  wild grass. The traditional Balinese craftsmen work closely with 

their designers to develop a balance of ancient and new ideas. It also takes 

signi  cant modern engineering to create original bamboo structures that meet 

the desginers’ highest standards. 

aspire 

craftspeople 

underestimated

abundant

fi

Enthousiasmée par 

le projet « Green 

School », bâtiment 

entièrement en 

bambou, Elora 

Hardy a construit 

tout un village dans 

ce même matériau. 

Pour cela, l’ex-

créatrice de mode 

a fondé la société 

« Ibuku », qui crée 

des constructions 

et des meubles 

presque exclusive-

ment en bambou. 

Plus de 50 maisons 

ont entre-temps vu 

le jour.

Q: What kind of bamboo is used to build your houses Q: Does it include the use of chemicals, or is the bam-

and where does it come from? boo treated naturally ?

clumps

Q: What is the life span of bamboo?
Q: How much bamboo is required to build an 

average-sized villa at Green Village?

interior  nishing carefully

Q: Does bamboo lose its form after a while?

tensile Q: How does the bamboo survive in the sun and rain?

equivalent to account for 

integrity coated

Q: What kind of maintenance is required in the long Q: Is it easy to have access to large quantities of 
run?bamboo?

mature

Q: You mentioned the “new treatment methods have 

given the bamboo a new capacity for long life.”  What 

kind of treatment methods are we talking about?

j oints

A: ‘Petung’, Dendrocalamus Asper, which comes A: The bamboo is treated naturally with boron, a 

chemical element found in nature – for example from Bali and J ava. It grows in small  along 
in the Great Salt Lake, USA. It is only slightly more the river valley, usually on privately owned land, so 
toxic than table salt and is perfectly safe to use in a we purchase our bamboo from hundreds of indivi-
family home.

dual farmers.

A: Structural performance of our structures based 

on our engineers’ calculations is a minimum of 25 
A: Our 300-sqm houses at Green Village Bali contain 

years. There are bamboo structures in South Ame-
more than 8100 running metres of bamboo struc- rica and Europe that are over 100 years old. If the 
ture or approximately 1200 poles. An additional bamboo is chosen well, treated properly, designed 
+3000 m is used in .  and maintained, a bamboo house can last 

a lifetime.

A: Bamboo is a  exible and material with the 

strength steel. We the  exi- A: Our bamboo houses are designed and built to 

bility in the engineering process and work to ensure avoid prolonged sun and rain exposure. The bam-

our bamboo maintains its  over time. boo is also  with a weather resistant coating.

A: Properly treated and selected,  bam-
A: Yes, bamboo is plentiful in river valleys throug-

boo in a well-designed structure does not require 
hout Asia, and the clumps regenerate each year. 

signi  cant structural maintenance. The bamboo 
Bamboo is ready for use as a building material at 

should only be treated once, before construction 
age 3-5 years.

begins; additional treatments against insects are not 

necessary. The roof of a bamboo house must  be 

maintained to protect the columns from prolonged 

rain contact and direct sun exposure; poles that 

are exposed should be monitored and protected 
A: Our main treatment uses a boron solution that and  reviewed every few years to con  rm that 

suppress the glucose inside the bamboo and ren- they remain secure. Re-coating both structural and 

ders it inedible for insects. interior bamboo every 2-4 years will improve its 

fi

fl

fl

fi

fi
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appearance and , and we anticipate that 

the quality of and technology behind coatings will 

advance over time, including waterproo  ng and 

UV resistance. Long-term maintenance is primarily 

cosmetic re  nishing.

Q: 

A: We work with testing labs in J akarta and Singa-

pore. Test results  our bamboo  and 

treatment absorption. 

 

longevity

Has the company done any Life Cycle Assessment/

Analysis (LCA) on the bamboo products?

con  rm density

fi

fi

fi

n

abundant abondant, présent render sth.  inedible, to rendre non comestible 
partout tensile extensible

account for, to ici : prendre en compte treatment traitement
aspire, to aspirer underestimated sous-estimé 
boron bore

careful soigneux, attentif

clump ici : groupe d’arbres 

coat, to enduire

con  rm, to con  rmer

artisan

densité

comparable à 

inedible non comestible

integrity capacité de résistance 

interior  nishing aménagement intérieur 

joint articulation, liaison 

longevity longévité, durée de vie 

mature mûr, adulte 

craftspeople

density

equivalent to

fi fi

fi

Source:

ibuku.com

Elora Hardy leads 

Ibuku’s vision and 

sustainable design. In 

2010 Elora returned 

to her childhood 

home in Bali.  To-

gether she and her 

team of talented 

Indonesian designers 

and architects have 

built over forty new 

bamboo structures. 

They include Green 

Village, parts of 

Green School and 

other proj ects, most-

ly on the island.

Photos: Elora Hardy/ Ibuku
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Supertrees:
Gardens by the Bay
Gardens by the Bay is one of the largest garden proj ects of its kind in the world.  
The site totals 101 hectares  three  gardens – Bay South, Bay 
East and Bay Central.  Located on  land in Singapore’s new downtown 
at Marina Bay, the site provides a unique destination for local and 
international visitors. 

comprising distinct

reclaimed

leisure 

Des panneaux 

solaires dans des 

arbres d’acier, une 

forêt de nuage 

dans la métropole : 

Singa pour, avec son 

parc « Gardens by 

the Bay », a créé 

une attraction à 

succès. Les visi-

teurs s’émerveillent 

devant un g gi antes-

que dôme de verre 

qui contient des 

dizaines de milliers 

de plantes – et pas 

un seul ver de terre.

Gardens by the Bay is an integral part of Singapore’s They combine a  of roles within the 

‘City in a Garden’ vision, designed to site. They act as exhaust chimneys for the biomass 

of the city globally (in 2012 it was voted the 4th furnaces, and they  an outlet for steam from 

most visited attraction on the planet) whilst show- dehumidi  cation. They provide the location for 

casing the best of  and garden artistry. solar energy collection, solar heat collection, water 

Following an international design competition, a collection, whilst at the same time giving shading 

team led by landscape architects Grant Associates to the site. These practical applications were further 

was appointed in 2006. The team included Wilkin- with Grant Associates’  to grow 

son Eyre (Architects), Atelier Ten (Environmental vertical gardens. The  of the Supertrees handle 

Engineers), Atelier One (Structural Engineers), all the practical requirements whilst the outer skins 

Land Design Studios (Museum and Visitor centre and  form the infrastructure onto which 

designers) and Thomas Matthews (Communication the planting is applied. They are also the  visual 

designers). The basic proposal was to build two symbol for the Gardens.

cooled  within 90 hectares of a new 

tropical garden.

It could be argued that building two cooled conser-

vatories so close to the equator, in a world where 

fuel resources are fast disappearing, was 

. However, a  at a cocktail 

party provided a solution as a way around poten-

tially energy use. Talking to Mr Ng (then CEO 

of National Parks), Patrick Bellew, discovered more 

about the greening of Singapore and Mr Ng’s role 

in the care of some 4 million trees in the metro-

politan area of Singapore. This care included the 

 of each tree every two years, which 

then raised the question as to what National Parks 

did with 4 tonnes of tree cuttings per week. The 

solution to the potential enormous energy use had 

been found! would burn horticu-

ltural waste and the furnaces would produce heat 

which enables  and cooling of the 

conservatories.

The  from the biomass furnaces 

were required to be released at high level n

 the use of Instead of  

the chimneys, Grant Associates put them to positive 

use. Thus was the birth of the Supertrees.

whole host

raise the pro  le 

provide

horticulture

interwoven desire

core

canopy

key

conservatories

bordering 

on madness chance remark

vast 

maintenance

Biomass furnaces 

dehumidi  cation

exhaust gases

ecessi-

tating chimneys. bemoaning

fi

fi

Bordering on madness

fi

Links:

Source:

www.grant-associates.uk.com

www.gardensbythebay.com.sg

Grant Associates, Atelier One

feature 

bemoan, to

biomass furnace

border on madness, to

canopy

chance remark

chimney

comprise, to

conservatory

distinct

exhaust gas

horticulture

interweave, to

key (adj .)

maintenance

raise the pro  le, to

reclaim, to

vast

whole host

core

dehumidi  cation

desire

necessitate, to

provide, to

déplorer, se plaindre 

four à biomasse 

être à la limite 
de la folie 

auvent, canopée 

remarque fortuite 

cheminée

comprendre, inclure 

serre, jardin d’hiver 

cœur

déshumidi  cation 

désir, souhait

distinct, individuel 

gaz d’échappement 

horticulture

entrelacer

clé, le plus important 

temps libre 

entretien, maintenance 

nécessiter

offrir, fournir 

améliorer l’aspect 

récupérer

vaste

une quantité de 

fi

fi

fi
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Driven by the state- increasing daylight. The designers therefore chose 

ment “the plants are your to introduce an additional structure to address 

client” the  for the these asymmetric loads and enhance the shell 

cooled conservatories where necessary. The arches have far greater ability 

was to allow for as much to accommodate these variable loads allowing the 

light as possible into the shells to do what they do best, work e   ciently in 

conservatories to promote compression, and achieve lightness. Atelier One 

maximum plant growth. The  nal form combined consulted with Dr Chris Williams and his colleague 

two di  erent structural systems i.e. a and Roy Hudson at the University of Bath to develop 

. parametric equations and a family of curves to 

With Wilkinson Eyre Architects two di  erent de  ne and re  ne the geometry of the gridshells and 

conservatories were developed. The  rst, the cool 

moist, would be tall to  an arti  cial moun-

tain. The second, the cool dry, would be low produ-

cing a large surface area for planting. Both  

were placed on the Marina waterfront to avoid 

any (now or with future development 

around the bay) to  maximum sunlight 

is maintained as required.

Gridshells were chosen; however due 

to the size of both biomes gridshells 

alone would have led to large section 

sizes thus  the much needed 

sunlight.

The  of pure compression gri-

dshells has often been lost  out of 

balance loads due to wind or concentra-

ted loads. This generates local bending 

in the surface, resulting in substantially 

larger member sizes and a very ine   cient 

structure. The designers wanted to opti-

mise the bene  t of the form and re  ne 

the member sizes in the shell to their 

absolute minimum, thereby 

brief

gridshell 

radiating arches

contain

biomes

obstruction 

ensure

obscuring

delicacy

due to

f

fi

fi fi

fi

fi
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apex sommet

biome grande zone 
écologique, 
biome 

brief mission

cantilever, to être en porte-à-faux 

contain, to contenir

delicacy la particularité, 
friandise 

due to du fait de 

elaborate ré  échi

assurer

gaine, enveloppe

envisager

gridshell coque en nid d’abeille

obscur, to masquer

obstruction obstacle

precarious précaire

prestress, to précontraindre

arches disposées 
en étoile 

reinforced concrete béton armé

rétractable

rigide

tension, to tendre

ensure, to

envelope

envisage, to

retractable

rigid

fl

radiating arches
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feature 

Directors Keith French 
and Andrew Grant 
(right). Grant Associates 
is a British Landscape 
Architecture consultancy 
specialising in creative, 
visionary design of 
both urban and rural 
environments worldwide, 
working with some of the 
world’s leading architects 
and designers.

arches. The arches are separated from the 

surface. This separation was introduced to improve 

light transmission through the surface of the enve-

lope. The arches permitted the gridshell sections 

to be re  ned to produce the pro  le with the least 

sunlight silhouette.

Each biome form was generated to suit the inter-

nal environment. However, both surfaces formed 

from the same rotated hyperbolic curve.

In order to achieve the e  ect of highland 

experience, an arti  cial mountain was , 

constructed in  with  

 walkways into space. The envelope 

was then formed tall and vertical meaning the gri-

dshell arch combination worked particularly well.

The cool dry conservatory was more challenging 

due to its asymmetry. Therefore an even more 

 combination of structures was employed. 

The nose or of the hyperbolic surface was 

attached to the arches and  e  ectively 

the arches to form a  boundary. 

Between this boundary and the ground spanned 

the large south gridshell.

The north surface, since it is exposed 

to low wind loads, did not require the 

support/enhancement from the arches, 

allowing the arches to lean forward (away 

from the glass façade) from the hyperbo-

lic apex down to the ground forming a 

cathedral like route/promenade down the 

marina front. Being on the north side and see-

ing no direct sunlight the surface is clear. Other 

elements incorporated into the biome include 

 shading devices. With the sun directly 

over head the heat produced is su   cient to burn 

envelope 

envisaged

reinforced concrete precariously

cantilevering

elaborate

apex 

tensioned,

prestressing rigid

retractable

fi fi

fi

f
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adjacent adjacent

blind store, volet roulant, 
banne 

circumferential périphérique

cradle ici : nacelle 

desiccant siccatif

elevated élevé

employ, to employer, utiliser 

equally spaced à écartement égal 

fabric tissu

hollow section pro  l creux 

iconic culte

incorporate, to comprendre

lattice treillis
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The Supertree comprises 4 maj or parts created by structural engineers Atelier One: 
• Reinforcement concrete core – Inner vertical structure that upholds the Super-

tree
• Trunk – A steel frame attached around the reinforcement concrete core 
• Planting panels – Installed on the trunk in preparation for the planting of the 

living skin 
• Canopy–shaped like an inverted umbrella, the canopy was assembled and 

hoisted via a hydraulic j ack system (with the exception of the 50m Super-
tree canopy assembled at its  nal height). fi

the plants and overload the air conditioning system. 

Because maximum sunlight  is required, 

the shading panels retract into the body of the 

arch o  ering no additional silhouette.

To maintain the  drive systems and all parts 

of the conservatory envelope itself it is necessary to 

access the whole surface. The novel solution is a buil-

ding maintenance unit which is capable of travelling 

all the way over the surface between pairs of arches. 

A  frame beam, spanning between  

arches, supports two independent  and a crane 

hook for replacement of glass panels. The design 

 a complex con guration of contraction/ 

expansion between the variation in the arches and ro-

tation in two axis adj ustment details, enabling access 

to most of the glass roof area and keeping the cradles 

vertical at all times.

Between 25 and 50 metres in height, the 18 Super-

trees are the  vertical gardens in two clusters of of the surface. The light upper canopy s a 

three trees and one cluster of twelve trees. conic form, very common in membrane structures. 

The Supertree cluster closest to the main entran- However, the surface is reversed to act in compres-

ce contains the chimneys for the biomass furnaces, sion, not tension. The structural frame consists of 

which even though extensively to ensure a double layer lattice that uses the o  set between 

emissions are non-toxic are required to be at high the inner and outer layer to enhance sti  ness 

level. The lake edge cluster contains the discharge . The inner and outer layers are divided into 

chimneys for the liquid  system. Apart from eight  of identical branch  that are 

these providing exhausts there is a third larger cluster rotated half a bay, overlapp gin  creating an apparent 

at the centre of the gardens; this cluster contains the  across the skin. Stability is then provi-

smallest tree at 25m high and the largest containing a ded by connecting the radials to a series of 

restaurant at 50m high. cables, which complete the 

Each individual tree is supported by a concrete anticlastic surface that works together as a whole 

core, cantilevering from the ground. Each then has structure (mutually supportive) with a high level of 

a core ’head’ which supports all the environmental structural redundancy.

devices. This core head also helps to support the A central attraction of the Supertrees is an Aerial 

supertree canopy. Walkway which is proposed to  the tree top 

The skin is separated into two zones; the canopy 

skin and the  skin; each is de  ned by a series of 

radial and diagonal (CHS). These give the 

appearance of branches growing from the 

ground, increasing in number from the 

trunk skin towards the outer edge of the 

canopy skin. The strength is in the shape 

penetration

fabric 

blinds‘

lattice adj acent

cradles

incorporates

 iconic employ

scrubbed 

out of 

plane

desiccant panels patterns

randomness

equally 

spaced circumferential 

mimic

trunk

members 
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pattern modèle

penetration pénétration

randomness caractère aléatoire 

scrub, to frotter, nettoyer 

suspend from, to suspendre quelque 

chose à quelque chose

trunk tronc

wrap, to enrouler, envelopper

ash résidus de combustion 

beam poutre generate, to générer

biowaste déchet biodégradable green waste déchets verts 

breeze brise irrigation irrigation
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dehumidi  er déshumidi  cateur purge, to purger, vidanger 
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gaz d’échappement, sunshaded protégé du soleil 
gaz de combustion walkway trottoir

furnace four water storage eau stockée 
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The garden‘s ecosystem

walkways so synonymous with Australia. Ob-

viously, it di  ers in that it is  the 

Supertrees via extremely light and sensitive skins. 

The walkway is designed with very speci  c criteria 

in mind - due to the sensitivity it is designed only 

for a limited capacity and use.

The aerial walkway is  22m above 

ground and measures 123m long as it curves 

out from one 42m tall Supertree to the other, 

 around one side of the 50m tree. The 

structure is suspended from wire rope cables that 

are spaced generally at 1m intervals and connect 

to the 42m trees as well as to three of the smaller 

surrounding trees, one 37m tall and two 30m tall 

structures. The walkway is formed from 140mm 

diameter steel tube stringers that are supporting 

rectangular cross beams of varying 

depths, spaced at 1m intervals which in turn pro-

vide support to the steel galvanised decking.  

ff suspended from

elevated

wrapping

hollow section 

fi

n
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Your new robot 
colleague 

Next-gen, new-gen, co-worker – call it what you may, a robotics revolution is 
rolling into manufacturing, warehousing, , and supp yl  chains 
worldwide. 

materials handling

Les co-bots, 

les robots collabo-

rateurs, comblent 

la lacune entre le 

montage manuel et 

les lignes de fabri-

cation entièrement 

automatisées.

When asked how they  a robot, most people Unlike their big brothers working behind glass at 

either think of huge, robots working in automobile plants and other big assembly lines, col-

fenced o   areas in large factories. Or, they think of laborative robots are lightweight,  exible and can 

futuristic cyberbots human behaviour. easily be moved and reprogrammed to solve new 

But somewhere in between these two scenarios tasks,  the short-run production 

lies a new emerging reality: A new class of robots, faced by companies adj usting to ever more advan-

dubbed “collaborative robots” due to their ability ced processing in smaller .

to work directly alongside employees with no The automotive sector still accounts for roughly 

. These co-bots are poised to 65% of all robot sales in the US, and the Robotic 

 between fully-manual assembly and Industries Association (RIA) reports that only 10% of 

fully-automated manufacturing lines. Nowhere is companies that could bene  t from robots have in-

that more obvious than among small or medium- stalled any so far. The reason that number is so low 

sized businesses, which up until now viewed robot is primarily due to three challenges now addressed 

automation as too costly and complex to even by the new collaborative robots: cost, user-friendli-

consider. ness, and applicability.

envision

unwieldy 

mimicking 

meeting challenge 

batch sizes

safety caging bridge 

the gap

ff fl

fi

Source: universal robots
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Let’s start with the  nancial issue. Even where 

workers are a  ordable, the next generation of 

complex products will require , 

precision and reliability that are simply beyond the 

skills of human workers.

Meanwhile, according to the old , 

the cost of a robot would be equivalent to one 

worker’s two-year . But collaborative robots 

are closer to one-quarter of that price. Combine 

that with the faster that robots 

bring to the workplace, and robotic technology de-

monstrates that the o  shore exodus doesn’t make 

good business sense any longer.

Instead, the new robots become a high-tech 

currency that’s changing the  wars into a com-

petition over increasing product quality and quick 

turnaround.

 With traditional robots, the capital costs for the  It took j ust one day to install the robot for its 

robots themselves account for only 25-30% of the new task in Oticon’s moulding shop. Mounted  

total system costs. The remaining costs are associa- to the , the new robot 

ted with robot programming, setup and , could position itself over the mould and suction the 

 work-cells. The “out of box experience” with plastic elements using a specially designed vacuum 

a collaborative robot is typically less than an hour. system, while more complex moulded components 

That’s the time it takes to unpack the robot, mount are handled with pneumatic gripp gin  tools.

it , and program the  rst simple task.  Because of its six axes, the new robot is very ma-

noeuvrable and can rotate or the parts in order 

to lift them quickly out of the mould. The robot 

works in cycles of four to seven seconds depending 

 Which leads us to user-friendliness: instead of 

requiring skilled programmers, this new class of ro-

bots come with a tablet-sized touchscreen , 

where the user guides the robot arm by indicating 

movements on the screen, or by simply grabbing 

the robot arm, showing it the desired 

. The interface is  most industrial 

sensors and programmable logic controls (PLC).

 Programming for new tasks is easy — as ex-

perienced by Danish manufacturer of 

, Oticon, when it discovered the intuitive user 

guidance and the precision of the new co-bots. 

Oticon needed a  exible robot that would be 

economically  for short runs. Rapid advances 

in medical engineering have resulted in constantly 

changing production processes and a 

of hearing aid models that require a robot handling 

smaller batch sizes.

 The new robot addresses the issues around ap-

plicability and portability not met by the traditional 

robots that Oticon had employed in the past. The 

parts for modern hearing aids are getting smaller 

and are often only a millimetre in size. The com-

pany was looking for a solution that could  

small parts out of a . This was impossible 

manually, and not suitable for their “old” two- or 

three-axis robots, which were only able to perform 

lateral and vertical movements. If, for instance, a 

small part is stuck in a mould, the robot had to be 

able to tip it out.

fi
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Links:
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www.universal-robots.com

AMT Magazine, published 

by AMTIL, Australia. Author: 

Esben Østergaard, Chief 

Technology O   cer, Universal 

Robots.
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on the size of the  and the compo-

nent. Due to the optimised production process, the 

payback period was only 60 days.

At Cascina Italia in Italy, a collaborative robot works 

on a packing line handling 15,000 eggs per hour. 

The robot is equipped with a and 

 lls boxes with egg trays containing ten eggs each. 

The j ob demands very precise handling and the 

careful placement of nine layers of ten eggs each in 

box.

 Cascina didn’t expect to be able to use a robot 

for the j ob, but after seeing a demo of the robot 

at its own factory, it was easy for the company to 

visualise the bene  ts. Ninety days later, the new 

robot was running on the line. Weighing only  ve 

kilograms, the robot colleague can easily be moved 

between packing lines, which is for Cascina 

as it handles four di  erent 

egg sizes. The company also 

needed a robot that could 

work within signi  cant 

 right next to their Larger manufacturers also bene  t from the new 

employees. robots. At J ohnson & J ohnson’s plant in Athens, 

Greece, a collaborative robot has signi  cantly 

optimised the packaging process of shampoos and 

skincare products. The robot arm works round the 

clock, picking up three bottles simultaneously from 

This is the case at Scandinavian the production line every 2.5 seconds, orienting 

Tobacco Company, where a them, and placing them in the packing machine. 

collaborative robot now works Manual handling processes 45 bottles per minute, 

directly alongside employees robotic-assisted production handles 70 units.

handling the lids for tobacco The bottles are vacuum-lifted and transferred 

in a set-up where tobacco cleanly without any danger of . 

is packed. The new robot  The of the robot plays a crucial role as the 

the employees from having to label is not printed on the same side on all products 

make back-breaking repeated and the bottles are various shapes and sizes, which 

movements and freed one or means the robot has to grasp from both the right 

two employees who previously and the left .

performed the tasks by hand.  Any member of J ohnson & J ohnson sta   can 

They now carry out other tasks reprogram the robot for new tasks, saving the com-

at the factory. There was no pany the cost of  external programmers.

room to  o   the robot in These examples show how the new generation of 

the factory, so employing a col- robots are solving real-life challenges not previous-

laborative robot simpli  ed the ly addressed by robots. When it comes to human 

set-up and costs considerably. collaboration and  exible manufacturing, features 

Scandinavian Tobacco deve- of the classic industrial robot must  on nearly 

loped its own gripping tool and every level: from  xed installation to ; 

had one of its own technicians do the  pro- from periodic repeatable tasks to frequent task 

gramming. This kept the knowhow in the building, changes; from to constant connecti-

ensured high productivity while avoiding downtime vity; from no interaction with humans to frequent 

in production, and eliminated paying for expensive collaboration with workers; from space separation 

external consultants if the automation solution to space sharing; from pro  tability within years to 

failed. The optimised production the ow- near-immediate ROI. The near future will see even 

ner to keep production in a high-wage Scandinavian more advances in this  eld of robotics, 

country. The  for the tobacco company’s new changing the way we work and interact with tech-

robot was 330 days. nology. 

production run
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EXERCISE

Fill the gaps using the right words shown in the drawing. 
Text taken from patent application EP 1187704 B1

In a six axis robot, the _________________, motor transmits rotational movements to a 

which drives the rotational movement of the toothed transmission gear, which usually drives 

robot around the _______________and its gear, a transmission that transmits movements 

is charged the most and must be driven at very to the robot arm. In the  gure below, a 

high speed. There, the temperature becomes very _________________ with a stand is shown, 

high and causes temperature differences to occur and also the thereon rotationally mounted 

in different parts of the cooling and lubricant ____________. A  rst ______________ is 

medium in the gearbox of the motor. This entails arranged to rotate the robot around the vertical 

in turn that the turn plate around which the robot axis through a  rst _______________. A second 

is constructed and which secures the rotation _______________ is arranged to rotate the robot 

around the vertical axis is heated unevenly, which arm around a ____________ through a second 

has a negative in  uence on the accuracy. toothed gear transmission. A third driving unit 

In i.e. industrial robots with six axes, which have is arranged to rotate the ____________ around 

a vertically articulated ___________ mounted on the horizontal axis C through a third toothed 

a _______________, the driving means of the arm transmission gear.

are placed near the centre of rotation of the arm. 

The remaining three driving means are arranged 

closer to the working tool of the robot. The aim is 

to give the industrial robot a compact construction 

and to contribute to keeping the weight of the 

arm low. Accordingly, the three driving means are 

arranged in the lower part of the robot towards 

the stand and generally comprise electrical motors. 

Each motor drives one shaft each for driving of 

the different ____________________ of the robot 

through gear and transmission. The gear generally 

comprises a toothed transmission gear enclosed 

in a gear housing  lled with cooling and lubricant 

medium, which usually consist of oil.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

In an industrial robot comprising a 

__________________ with a control system 

electrically driven gears are arranged in the 

lower part of the robot at the stand to give the 

movements of the robot arm. Each electrical 

fi

fi

fi
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Robot with six axes

horizontal axis C

robot with six axes

robot arm

manipulator: consists of wrist

arm , body and wrist 

body

driving unit horizontal axis B

robot foot
 rst driving unit

inside: 

toothed transmission 

gear

Industrial robot with 

six axes arranged with 

three driving units in 

the lower part of the 
stand

robot.
The robot has six degrees Source: Patent 
of freedom vertical axis EP20000946609
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China's new 
over-water highway 

The innovative roadway shortens the distance for motorists and takes 
40 minutes o   the existing travel time turning a boring hour-long 

 into a 20 minute gallop. 
ff

commute picturesque 

Grâce à la « route 

sur l’eau » de 

10,9 km de long, 

il est depuis peu 

possible de re-

joindre en voiture 

et en seulement 

vingt minutes 

l’autoroute G42 

(Shanghai-Cheng-

du), au lieu d’une 

petite heure 

auparavant.

Proposed back in 2013, China opened its newest , communities, and river. The  nal budget 

engineering masterpiece on  9 August 2015. Locals for the over-water highway proj ect was 4.4 million 

have been  it as the “Over-Water” high- Yuan (US$700,000) and the cost of the viaduct sec-

way. It’s the  rst eco-friendly highway built over tion used up approximately 45% of that at 2 million 

water in China and beautiful scenic views yuan (US$320,000).

spanning a 10.9 km distance around the country ’s The new roadway shortens the distance for mo-

mountainous Hubei Province landscape. A 4.4 km torists and takes 40 minutes o   the existing travel 

section of the highway was built over the time turning a boring hour-long commute into a 20 

and connects to the G42 express highway which minute picturesque gallop. The Highway links Xings-

links Shanghai to Chengdu. han County in Hubei to the G42 Expressway which 

When deciding the route for the newly proposed is a high-speed route connecting Shanghai in East 

highway one of three routes was possible. Two of China to Chengdu in Southwest China.

them would involve tunnelling through the moun- It’s an exciting step forward for China’s highways 

tains and  the neighbouring woodlands that will save travellers valuable time with a much 

and ecosystems. In the end the decision was made improved view in an innovative and eco-friendly 

to  the third choice or “the road less way.

travelled” and involved a ton of  Taking this 

route would require the construction of a 4.4 km 

 to carry the highway over the water, through 

the valley and around the mountains. This part of 

the new roadway travellers In 2014, China the world with another 

with  views of the surrounding mountain engineering masterpiece. They built a section of a 

peaks

referring to

boasts 

river valley 

devastating

proceed with

ingenuity.

viaduct

does not fail to impress astonished 

stunning
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China rotated a 17,000-ton bridge 

into place
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Links:

Source:

Engineers took 90 minutes to swivel the 

structure into place.

interestingengineering.com

Skyscraper City, Daily Mail UK, In 2011, China opened the world‘s longest 
Rocket Newsbridge over water, toppling American 

record-holder.
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gigantic  and slowly rotated it into place 

once it was completed. This is the  rst time this 

technique was used in Asia and the second world-

wide. The idea was used back in 1968 to construct 

the Kingsgate Bridge, across the River Wear in Dur-

ham, when they built the two halves of the bridge 

on the river’s bank then  them 90 degrees into 

place.

A traditional construction of the overpass would 

not be  as it would disturb the high-speed 

railway track below it in Wuhan City. So the Chinese 

then built the  section that would go over 

all of the railway station parallel to the rails. Then, 

in a  act of engineering, they lifted the 

17,000 ton structure 15 metres, slowly rotated it 106 

degrees, and connected it to the highway lane in 90 

minutes.

 are movable bridges that 

are held in place by a vertical locating pin and a 

, which enables the structures to  

around horizontally. The overpass is 256 metres 

long and spans 11 railways, including the 1,428 

mile-long Beij ing-Guangzhou service.  

overpass

swung

feasible

 yover

remarkable

Swing bridges essentially 

support ring swivel

fi

fl
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HYPERLINK « L’un 

des meilleurs mo-

yens de convaincre 

les autres est avec 

vos oreilles – en 

les écoutant. » 

Dean Rusk (1909- 

1994), ancien 

 ministre US des 

Affaires étrangères

Customer service

At the heart of great customer service is the way we interact with our customers. 

It will come as no surprise to hear that we don’t always get those interactions 

right. What we need is a distinct skill set . One of these skills is active listening.

Customer service is one of the most vital aspects Active listening skills develop over a period of 

in any business so much so that many successful time. Here are some tips to help you improve on 

business entrepreneurs and members of senior your active listening skills which would result to an 

management consider this as one of the keys that improvement in your work performance.

would spell the success or failure of the company as 

a whole. For this reason, it is quite common that a 

considerable amount of the company‘s resource is 

allocated towards this department. The  rst thing to do is to make sure that you tune 

Listening skills are the number one skill because, out any and all forms of distraction that would cau-

in essence, this is what the j ob itself is all about. All se you to shift your focus from the customer you are 

other customer service skills pale in comparison to assisting. At this particular moment in time, regard 

this particular one because if a customer service the customer as the most important thing to you.

rep is not listening to the customer they are never 

going to be able to provide good service. Not only 

do you need to be able to hear what they are telling 

you in terms of sheer data, you need to be able to One way to practice active listening is to paraphrase 

try to understand what they mean by what they are what the customer said and ask this to them. 

saying. This works in two ways. You are able to make the 

Unfortunately, not everyone possesses such skills customer feel that you are genuinely concerned and 

the moment they become part of the workforce willing to assist by making sure that you understand 

and as such, it is highly recommended to ensure what exactly the customer is saying. At the same 

that the training department of any company facili- time, you are able to p pin oint the main problem of 

tates e  ective acquisition of this skill by newly hired the customer, allowing you to provide the necessary 

customer service representatives of your company. assistance within a short period of time.

There are generally two kinds of listening skills: 

passive and active listening. Of the two, active 

listening is considered to be the key to e  ective 

customer service. Through active listening, custo- This is where many customer service representatives 

mer service representatives are able not only to tend to fail. Apart from being able to paraphrase 

bring your company‘s external customer into an what the customer is saying, it is also important to 

interactive conversation to help them understand ask the right questions to make sure that the entire 

what the immediate needs of the customer are at concern of the customer is understood. Asking 

that particular point in time. Active listening also the right questions would make sure that you are 

helps customer service representatives the ability able to get a full understanding of the needs of the 

to respond immediately and app pro riately to the customer which would, in turn, help you in  nding  

needs of the customer, resulting in a high level of the best solution for his or her need. 

customer satisfaction.
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Avoid distractions

Paraphrase what customers say

Ask questions
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Want to win friends and really in  uence people? Éditeur : CreateSpace Independent 
This book was written for you. Listening is the Publishing Platform ; Édition : 1 
most powerful tool for success in business and in (7 octobre 2013) 
life. So if it ’s that important, why don’t we listen Langue : Anglais 
better? Because life moves way too fast, we’re ISBN-10: 1490313559
busy, and we don’t know how. Discover what ISBN-13: 978-1490313559
active listening is and what it is not . 

customerservicemanager.com

customerserviceskills.net
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DOT TO DOT

Look for the words in the picture which match the de  nitions below. Connect the 

dots in the order of the de  nitions. Refer to page 24 for some de  nitions.
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A power mechanism used to effect motion, or maintain position of the robot (for example, a motor which 

converts electrical energy to effect motion of the robot)

A clamp or gripper used as an end-effector to grasp objects

When a body rotates about an axis other than one at its center of mass, it exerts an outward radial force called 

….. upon the axis, which restrains it from moving in a straight tangential line

To program a manipulator arm by manually guiding it through a series of motions and recording the position in 

the robot controller memory for playback

The difference between the actual response of a robot and a command issued

A robot which has three degrees of freedom along the X, Y, and Z coordinate system

A non-contact sensing device used to sense when objects are a short distance away, and determine the distance 

of the object. Several types include: radio frequency, magnetic bridge, ultrasonic, and photoelectric

A re-programmable multifunctional manipulator designed to move material, parts, tools, or specialised devices, 

through variable programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks

The relationship between the motion of the endpoint of a robot and the motion of the joints

The person designated to start, monitor and stop the intended productive operation of a robot or robot system

The volume of space (envelope), which a robot's end-effector can reach in at least one orientation

A repetitive part transfer task composed of a picking action followed by a placing action

A solid-state control system, which has a user programmable memory for storage of instructions to implement 

speci  c functions such as: I/O control logic, timing, counting arithmetic, and data manipulation

Rotation of the end-effector in a vertical plane around the end of the robot manipulator arm

Control achieved by a robot manipulator by means of feed-back information. As a manipulator is in action, 

its sensors continually feed-back information to the robot's controller which are used to further guide the 

manipulator within the given task

A line of programming code that causes action from the system controller

The process by which the control system of the robot checks if the attained pose of the robot corresponds to 

the pose speci  ed by the motion planning with required performance and safety criteria

The angle formed by the major axis of an object relative to a reference axis

A direction used to specify the robot motion in a linear or rotary mode (ISO 8373)

A reference coordinate system in which the manipulator arm moves in linear motions along a set of Cartesian or 

rectangular axis in X, Y, and Z directions. The shape of the work envelope forms a rectangular  gure

fi

fi

fi
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Industrial robots

An is a 

 designed to move 

materials, parts and tools, 

and to perform a variety 

of programmed tasks 

in manufacturing and 

production settings.

 industrial robot 

manipulator

motions and positions of the , , and wrist . 

The axes of movement that a robot has are referred 

to as . Typical vertically 

feature a 6-axis con  guration, or six degrees 

of freedom.

We have j ust learned that an industrial robot is a 

manipulator. So what is  the de  nition of a manipu-

lator? Robotic manipulators can be divided into two 

sections, each with a di  erent function:

Arm and body - The arm and body of a robot 

       are used to move and position parts or tools 

       within a work envelope. They are formed from

       three j oints connected by large links.

Wrist - The wrist is used to orient the parts or 

       tools at the work location. It consists of two or 

Industrial robots are        three compact j oints.

the manufacturing industry. Robot manipulators are created from a  of 

They are often used to perform link and j oint combinations. The links are the 

duties that are dangerous or  connecting the j oints, or axes. The axes are 

unsuitable for human workers. the moveable components of the robotic manipu-

Ideal for situations that require lator that cause relative motion between  

high output and no , the links. The mechanical j oints used to construct the 

industrial robot is becoming a robotic arm manipulator consist of  ve principal ty-

 in factories. pes. Two of the j oints are linear, in which the relative 

The industrial robot is a good  t for many motion between adj acent links is non-rotational, 

applications. It is most often used for and three are rotary types, in which the relative 

, material handling, and motion involves rotation between links.

applications. They are grouped according 

to number of axes, structure type, size 

of , capability, 

and speed. A robot controller provides the 

interface for programming and operating the The multi-j ointed arm of a vertically articulated 

industrial robot. A device called a  is robot is connected to the base with a . 

used to plot the motions needed to perform the The links in the arm are connected by rotary j oints. 

application. This type is often called .

This robot is limited to x, y, and z movement. It is 

Industrial robots are programmable, multi-function also called a  robot. All of the robot arm 

manipulators designed to automate tasks such as links are connected with linear j oints. The work 

welding or the movement of materials through envelope is square.

variable programmed motions. Robots are 

 performing a wide variety of tasks and are an 

 of automated manufacturing systems. The Selective Compliance Assembly Robot Arm is 

Industrial robots consist of a number of rigid links ideal for precision work within one . Its work 

connected by . The link assem- envelope is cyclindrical. It has two horizontal j oints. 

bly, or robot arm, is mounted onto a  and the 

entire system is run by a controller. A attached 

to the robot arm uses an  to The robot has one rotary j oint at the base and two 

or handling. The complete motion of the linear j oints to connect the links. Their work envelo-

end e  ector is accomplished through a series of pe is also cylindrical.

links j oints

degrees of freedom articulated 

robots 

reshaping 

sequence

rigid 

members

adj oining

errors

common 

 xture

arc 

welding assembly 

work envelope payload 

teach pendant twisting j oint

 j ointed-arm

rectilinear

capable 

of

integral part

plane

mechanical j oints

base

wrist 

end e  ector facilitate 

gripping 

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

What is a robot manipulator?

Industrial robot configurations:

Some industrial robot basics

f

ff

ff

•      

      

Vertically articulated

Cartesian

SCARA

Cylindrical

•

basics 

The KUKA KR 1000 

titan p yla s in the 

big leagues. With a 

payload of 1,000 ki-

lograms and a reach 

of 4,000 mm, it is 

KUKA‘s largest and 

strongest six-axis 

industrial robot.
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Polar

Delta

to  items to choose and items 

The arm is connected to the base with a twisting to ignore. 

j oint and a combination of rotary and linear j oints. 

They have a  work envelope.

This robot con guration combines a rotational j oint  

and parallelograms. Delta robots work within a 

work envelope.  

The s the “brain” of the industrial robotic 

arm and allows the parts of the robot to operate to-

gether. It works as a computer and allows the robot 

to also be connected to other systems. The robotic 

arm controller runs a set of  written in 

code called a program. The program is with 

a teach pendant. Many of today‘s industrial robot 

arms use an interface that resembles or is built on 

the Windows operating system.

Industrial robot arms can vary in size and shape. 

The industrial robot arm is the part that positions 

the end e  ector. With the robot arm, the shoulder, 

 and wrist move and twist to position the end 

e  ector in the exact right spot. Each of these j oints 

gives the robot another degree of freedom. A sim-

ple robot with three degrees of freedom can move 

in three ways: up & down, left & right, and forward 

& backward. Many industrial robots in factories 

today are six-axis robots.

The  is the engine or motor that moves the 

links into their positions. The links are 

the sections between the j oints. Industrial robot 

arms generally use one of the following types of 

drives: hydraulic, electric, or pneumatic. Hydraulic 

drive systems give a robot great speed and strength. 

An electric system provides a robot with less speed 

and strength. Pneumatic drive systems are used for 

smaller robots that have fewer axes of movement. 

Drives should be periodically inspected for

and replaced if necessary.

Sensors allow the industrial robotic arm to 

receive feedback about its environment. They can 

give the robot a limited sense of sight and sound. 

The sensor collects information and sends it electro-

nically to the robot controller. One use of these 

sensors is to keep two robots that work closely 

together from each other. Sensors can 

also assist end e  ectors by or part vari-

ances. Vision sensors allow a pick and place robot 

di  erentiate between

spherical-shaped

dome-shaped 

controller i

instructions

inputted 

elbow,

drive

designated 

 wear 

bumping into 

adj usting f

fi

Main parts of an industrial robot

ff

ff

ff

The end e  ector connects to the robot‘s arm 

and functions as a hand. This part comes in direct 

contact with the material the robot is manipula-

ting. Some variations of an e  ector are a , 

a vacuum pump, magnets, and . 

Some robots are capable of changing end e  ec-

tors and can be programmed for di  erent sets of 

tasks.

ff

ff

ff

ff

gripper

welding torches

basics 
f

n

Source:

www.robots.com

adjoin, to contigu 

adjust, to adapter 

arc welding soudage à l’arc 

articulated robot robot articulé

assembly montage

base pied, socle

capable of, to be être capable de 

cartesian cartésien 

dispositif usuel connu 

commande 

degré de liberté 

designated prévu 

differentiate between, to faire la différence entre 

dome-shaped en forme de dôme 

drive entraînement 

elbow coude 

end effector grappin, effecteur 

error erreur 

facilitate, to permettre 

grip, to saisir 

gripper grappin, effecteur 

industrial robot robot industriel

input, to (note: normally entrer 

irregular put/ put/put; 

but inputted is used in 

an engineering/ industrial 

sense, too)

instruction instruction 

integral part partie intégrante 

joint articulation 

jointed-arm robot robot articulé

link membre 

manipulator manipulateur, bras 

de robot, automate 

de manipulation

mechanical joint articulation mécanique 

payload capacité de charge

plane plan

pump into sth., to heurter quelque chose

rectilinear rectiligne 

reshape, to remodeler 

rigid members éléments rigides

rotary joint joint rotatif

sequence séquence 

spherical-shaped en forme de bille

teach pendant boîtier 

de programmation

twisting joint joint de torsion

wear dégradation, usure

weldig torch chalumeau/pistolet 

à souder

work envelope espace de travail

wrist (poignet) main 

de robot 

common  xture

controller

degree of freedom

fi
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A mate for surgeons
The at the Claudio Munari Epilepsy and Parkinson Surgery Centre 
of the Niguarda Hospital in Milan, Italy, use the Renishaw neuromate stereotactic 
system in SEEG procedures to de  ne the , increasing accuracy 
and reducing surgery time, with a very low complication rate.

neurosurgeons 

epileptogenic zonefi

Les interventions 

neurochirurgicales 

assistées par robot 

contribuent, à l’aide 

du système stéréo-

tactique Neuromate, 

au traitement de 

l’épilepsie et 

de la maladie 

de Par kinson.

Dr. Francesco Cardinale is passionate about 

 his robotic stereotactic technique, based The  ve recording electrodes are  rst implanted 

on the classical Talairach methodology. “Surgery has on the  to where the disease was 

long been considered a  of after  rst diagnosed. They are placed in a ‘+’ pattern, 

patients have unsuccessfully tested combinations with the centre electrode following the planned 

of antiepileptic medications for many years. Ho- , and the other four 2 mm away from the 

wever, after two drugs have been determined to be centre point. The outer  of each implant has a 

ine  ective or intolerable, the chance of a third drug macro-electrode contact at its tip and within this is 

being e  ective is lower than 5%. a sliding inner lead with a micro-electrode contact 

Surgery has long been shown in at the end. 

controlled clinical trials to be superior over medi-

cal therapy in clinical and psychosocial outcomes, 

not to mention the economic and social 

of a lifetime  severe . It In one third of the subj ects, l recordings 

might be time that surgery became an early alter- are necessary for the de  nition of the Epileptogenic 

native, especially for young children who do not Zone (EZ). Stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG) is 

respond satisfactorily to one or two antiepileptic a stereotactic procedure aimed at placing recording 

drugs. electrodes directly within brain structures, with a 

disse-

minating

contralateral side

treatment last resort 

traj ectory

 sheath

randomised 

impact 

coping with impairment intracerebra

ff

ff

Non-invasive investigations

Depth electrode implantations

fi fi

fi

fi

Source: Schulz
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patient-tailored

bearing

unmatched spatial 

density retrospective evaluation

 median

cortical

recovered

haemorrhage

attri-

butes

percutaneous

tool holder

coagulator

hollow

rigid

stylet

 exploration strategy on the basis 

of non-invasive studies. Up to 20 electrodes are 

inserted deep within the brain, each  up to 

18 electrical contacts all along its length, to provide 

electrophysiological recordings of 

and accuracy. A  of 81 

electrode implantation procedures made with the 

neuromate robotic stereotactic system demonstra-

ted a  application accuracy of 0.78 mm. Sin-

ce the brain and especially the  surface are 

dense in blood vessels, image planning and precise 

implantation based on accurate visualisation of the 

vessels is essential. The combination of the stable 

neuromate robotic platform, driven by the surgeon 

through advanced surgical planning software, makes 

for a much more e   cient technique for the delivery 

of multiple depth electrodes. 

Dr. Massimo Cossu, neurosurgeon, comments, “Out 

of a series of over 400 cases, with more than 5500 percent of the patients who undergo SEEG are sub-

electrodes, we have two suspected cases of infec- sequently referred to surgical treatment. 

tion on MRI and the patients . We have 

less than 1% rate of intracerebral  and 

no occurrence of cerebral oedema. The total rate of 

complications is 5.4%, compared to a 20% compli-

cation rate in subdural electrodes.“ Dr. Cardinale 

ascribes this very low bleeding rate to the careful 

planning tailored to each patient, based on high 

resolution neuroimaging, and the great geometrical 

accuracy of the neuromate robot. Dr. Cossu 

 the very low infection rate to the minimally 

invasive  approach. 

The neuromate robot enables the precise and 

accurate positioning of the  along a 

pre-planned traj ectory, at a speci  ed distance to 

the patient’s skull and cerebral target. The surgeon 

percutaneously drills down to a depth correspon-

ding to the inner surface of the skull. A monopolar 

 is used to coagulate the dura mater, thus 

opening the protective membrane surrounding the 

brain. The surgeon mounts a  screw into the 

drill hole through the robot guide, thus ensuring 

perfect alignment with the planned traj ectory in 

a matter of seconds. The robot then moves into 

position for the next screw placement. In the 

second phase of the surgery, the surgeon positions 

SEEG electrodes through the guiding screws. A  

 is  rst inserted and retracted to create a track 

within the brain parenchyma. Then, the semirigid 

electrode is inserted. Various models of electrodes 

are available with a range of lengths and numbers of 

contacts. This entire process occurs under 2D X-ray 

control performed with the O-arm. The video-SEEG 

monitoring takes about  ve to  fteen days. Ninety 

f

fi

fi

fi fi

Low complication rates

The surgical procedure

n

Link:

www.renishaw.com
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attribute, to attribuer

bear, to porter (également 
supporter) 
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coagulation sanguine 

contralateral side côté opposé

cope with, to faire face 

cortical cortical, extérieur

disseminate, to propager

epileptogenic zone foyer de convulsions, 
déclenchant l’épilepsie 

évaluation

hémorragie 

creux

impact impact
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intracerebral intracérébral, 
dans le cerveau 

last resort dernier ressort 
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neurosurgeon neurochirurgien

adapté aux patients 

percutané « à travers 
la peau saine » 
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recover, to récupérer
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rigid rigide

sheath gaine
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median

Dr. Cardina-

le using the 

neuromate 

during an SEEG 

procedure.
Source: Renishaw
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Honey, can you fetch 
me a beer?

Imagine you never have to leave the couch to.... fetch a beer! A dream come 
true. MIT Computer Science and Arti  cial Intelligence Laboratory engineers have 
created BeerBots, a set of robots programmed to fetch drinks.

fi

Des chercheurs du 

Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology 

(MIT) ont mis au 

point une équipe de 

robots capables de 

communiquer et qui 

ne travaillent pas

seulement sur 

commande.

The invention named Beerbots is a team of robots To demonstrate their , the CSAIL re-

developed by researchers at the Computer Science searchers converted their lab into a miniature “bar” 

and Arti  cial Intelligence Laboratory (CSAIL) at the that included a PR2 robot “bartender” and two 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The four-wheeled Turtlebot robots that would go into 

idea was to create robots that cooperate with each the di  erent o   ces and ask the human participants 

other and form a beer delivery system according to for drink orders. The Turtlebots then 

user needs. which orders were required in the di  erent rooms 

At the recent Robotics Science and Systems (RSS) and when other robots may have delivered drinks, 

conference, a CSAIL team presented a new system in order to search most e   ciently for new orders 

of three robots that can work together to deliver and deliver the items to the spaces.

items quickly, accurately and, perhaps most im- The team’s techniques ref lect state-of-the-art 

portantly, in  environments. The team planning algorithms that allow groups of robots 

says its models could extend to a variety of other to perform tasks given litt le more than a 

applications, including hospitals, disaster situations, of the general problem to be 

and even restaurants and bars. solved.

fi

f

f

approach

reasoned about 

unpredictable

high-

level description 

ff

ff

CSAIL researchers 
converted their lab 

into a miniature 
“bar” that included 

a PR2 robot 
“bartender” and 

two four-wheeled 
Turtlebot “waiters.”

feature 
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The RSS paper, which was named a Best Paper without having to every move in 

Finalist , was co-authored by Duke University pro- the process,” Anders says. “This method folds in that 

fessor and former CSAIL postdoc George Konidaris, level of  exibility.”

MIT graduate students Ariel Anders and Gabriel The team’s macro-action approach, 

Cruz, MIT professors J onathan How and Leslie “MacDec-POMDPs,” builds on previous plan-

Kaelbling, and lead author Chris Amato, a former ning models that are referred to as “decentralised 

CSAIL postdoc who is now a professor at the Uni-  Markov decision processes,” or 

versity of New Hampshire. Dec-POMDPs*. “These processes have traditionally 

been too complex to scale to the real world,” says 

Karl Tuyls, a professor of computer science at the 

University of Liverpool. “The MIT team’s approach 

makes it possible to plan actions at a much higher 

One of the big challenges in getting robots to work level, which allows them to apply it to an actual 

together is the fact that the human world is full of multi-robot setting.”

so much . More speci  cally, robots The  ndings suggest that such methods could 

three kinds of uncertainty, related to sensors, soon be applied to even larger, more complex 

outcomes, and communications. domains. Amato and his collaborators are currently 

“Each robot’s sensors get less-than-perfect infor- testing the planning algorithms in larger simulated 

mation about the location and status of both them- search-and-rescue problems with the Lincoln Lab, 

selves and the things around them ”,  Amato says. as well as imaging and damage  on the 

“As for outcomes, a robot may drop items when International Space Station.

trying to pick them up or take longer than expected “Almost all real-world problems have some form 

to navigate. And, on top of that, robots often are of uncertainty baked into them ” y,  sa s Amato. “As a 

not able to communicate with one another, either result , there is a huge range of areas where these 

because of communication noise or because they planning approaches could be of help.” 

are out of range.”

These uncertainties were re  ected in the team’s 

delivery task: among other things, the supply robot 

could serve only one waiter robot at a time, and the 

robots were unable to communicate with one ano-

ther unless they were in close . Communi-

cation di   culties such as this are a particular risk in 

 or  scenarios.

“These  mean that the robots don’t 

know what the other robots are doing or what the 

other orders are,” Anders says. “It forced us to work 

on more complex planning algorithms that allow 

the robots to  higher-level reasoning 

about their location, status, and behaviour.”

The researchers were ultimately able to develop the 

 rst planning approach to demonstrate optimised 

solutions for all three types of uncertainty.

Their was to program the robots to 

view tasks much like humans do. As humans, we 

don’t have to think about every single footstep we 

take; through experience, such actions become 

. With this in mind, the team pro-

grammed the robots to perform a series of “macro-

actions” that each include multiple steps.

For example, when the waiter robot moves from 

the room to the bar, it must be prepared for several 

possible situations: The bartender may be serving 

another robot; it may not be ready to serve; or it 

may not be observable by the robot at all.

“You’d like to be able to j ust tell one robot to 

go to the  rst room and one to get the beverage 

Humanity ’s one certainty: 

uncertainty

Making the micro more macro

walk them through 

dubbed 

partially observable

uncertainty deal 

with 

assessment

* A Dec-POMDP models a team of cooperative agents 

situated in an environment that they can only observe 

partially (e.g., due to limited sensors). To add to the 

complexity, each team member can only base its 

proximity actions on its own observations.
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second nature
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fi fi
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Watch the video here

Links:

Source:

news.mit.edu
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constatation 
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reason about, to ré  échir, conclure 

second nature seconde nature 

uncertainty incertitude

unpredictable imprévisible
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avec quelqu’un 

key insight

limitation

partially observable
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Mécatronique & Robotique
technical dictionary 

à un étage single stage commande adaptative adaptive control

accélération acceleration commande auxiliaire auxiliary control

acquisition d’image image acquisition commande d’axe axis drive

activer activate commande de mouvement motion control

adaptabilité adaptability commande de robot robot drive

allumage entièrement breakerless semiconductor commande de robot robot control
électronique ignition system commande M/A bang-bang control
ampli  cateur-séparateur buffer ampli  er commutateur switch
analyse d’image image analysis commutateur à cames cam switch
appel call commutateur de mode mode selector switch

arc sinus arc sine de fonctionnement

arc tangente arc tangent comportement au démarrage startup performance

architecture de robot robot mounting design compteur d’unités ; compteur unit counter
de productionarithmétique à virgule  ottante  oating-point arithmetic
compteur triphasé three-phase electricity meterarticulation joint
con  guration de brasarticulation mécanique mechanical joint arm con  guration

constante de réseau lattice constantaxe de mouvement axis of motion
contact auxiliaire auxiliary contactazimut azimuth
contacteur de sécurité cabinet limit switchbascule rocker
de portebatterie tampon battery backup
convertisseur CA/CC AC/DC-converterboîte de bornes terminal cover
convertisseur de fréquence frequency converterboîte de dérivation de câble cable branchbox
coordination œil-main eye-hand-coordinationboîtier de distribution terminal box
coordonnées absolues absolute coordinatesboîtier de programmation teach pendant
correction d’axe axis correctionborne de raccordement terminal clip
cosse de câble cable bracketbras de travail slavearm
coude elbowcâble cable
coup de bélier pressure surgecâble de fermeture terminal cable
coupe apparente transverse sectioncadence de travail automatique automatic cycle
couple de décrochage breakdown torquecapacité de charge payload
(moteur électrique)

capacité de charge de robot robot trajectory
culbuteur (moteur) rocker arm

capacité de coupure breaking capacity
cycle d’échantillonnage probing cycle

capteur acoustique acoustic sensor
cycle de balayage scanning cycle

capteur auditif audible sensor
cycle de changement automatic tool change cycle

capteur d’accélération acceleration sensor
automatique d’outil

capteur d’antenne antenna sensor
cycle de robot robot cycle

capteur sans contact non contact sensor
cycle de travail work cycle

capteurs de robot robot sensorics
degré de liberté degree of freedom

cartésien cartesian
degré de mobilité degree of mobility

cercle trigonométrique unit circle
démarreur CA AC starter

(mathématique)
déposer set down

chalumeau/pistolet à souder welding torch
détérioration, usure wear

charge de traction tensile load
déviation de trajectoire path deviation

charge maximale ; charge ultimate load
dimension maximale maximum dimensionde rupture
disjoncteur isolator switchcharnière de volet  ap hinge
dynamique de robot robot dynamicschemin de  ux des signaux signal  ow path
échangeur d’outils automatic tool changercinétique kinetics
automatique

circuit auxiliaire auxiliary circuit
échelle absolue absolute scale

clapet antiretour safety valve
écrou de serrage spanner nut(soupape de sécurité)
effecteur terminal end effectorclé à douille socket wrench
éjecterclé à écrou spanner push out

élément d’image picture elementcommande controller

fi fi

fl fl

fi fi

fl

fl fl
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technical dictionary 
éléments de transmission sampling transducers limite (marge) margin
d’échantillonnage limite d’élasticité yield resistance
éléments rigides rigid members limite de  uidité yield point
en forme de bille spherical-shaped loi d’interaction law of action and reaction
énergie cinétique kinetic energy longueur d’onde (électrique) wavelength
énergie de réseau lattice energy machine à courant triphasé three-phase machine
enregistrement d’image picture recording machine d’étalonnage calibration machine
entraînement drive machine-outil automatisée automated machine tool
entraînement auxiliaire auxiliary drive mâchoires jaws
entraînement d’axe axis drag main de robot, poignet wrist
entrer input, to manipulateur de chargement load/unload manipulator
erreur error manipulateur, bras de robot, manipulator
espace de mouvement motion space automate de manipulation

espace de travail work envelope manipulation automatique automatic handling

espace de travail workspace des pièces

espace de travail de robot robot workzone matériel d’apprentissage teaching aid

essai de fonctionnement test run mémoire de masse mass storage

exécuter execute mémoire intermédiaire buffer

 l neutre  oating neutral (tampon)

mesures de protection safeguards xation de câble cable clip
méthode de balayage scanning method échissement pitch
microscope à balayage  ux de matériaux automatisé automated material  ow scanning electrone 
électronique microscope ux de signaux signal  ow
mode de fonctionnement operating modefonction de mouvement motion function
modes d’adressage addressing modesfonction de travail working function
module de robot robot unitfonctionnement single quadrant operation
moment d’allumage spark timingà un quadrant

fonctionnement automatique automated operation moment d’inertie moment of inertia

montage assemblyforce de traction tensile force

force tangentielle tangential force mouvement absolu absolute motion

mouvement de sortieforme d’onde (électrique) waveform out motion

formes de signal signal forms mouvement vers le bas down motion

fréquence d’échantillonnage sampling frequency [bras de robot]

mouvement vers le haut up motionfrottement au démarrage startup friction
niveau d’automatisation level of automationgarantie warranty
niveau d’entraînement actuator levelgénérateur de signal signal generator
nombre de phases number of phasesgénération de robot robot generation
norme spectrale spectral normgrappin automatique automatic gripper
omettre/sauter (électrique)grappin extérieur external gripper  ash

onde (électrique)grappin, effecteur gripper wave

ordre de dérivation branch instructiongrille de protection safety caging
organe de travailguide d’onde waveguide effector

orienté vers la résolution information sur la trajectoire path information problem oriented
des problèmesinstallation de découpe laser laser cutting machine
outil à évaser  aring toolinstruction instruction
outil de robot robot toolinstruction de saut unconditional instruction
pas apparentinconditionnelle transverse pitch

interrupteur général master switch pas de mouvement motion step

interrupteur unipolaire single pole switch périphériques de robot robot peripherals

pièce de rechange spare partisolateur isolator

joint de torsion twisting joint pied, socle base

plan planejoint rotatif rotary joint

langue de programmation robot programming plaque de butée buffer disc

de robot language point d’accès access point

largement dimensionné safely dimensioned point d’arrêt facultatif breakpoint

largeur de bande band width point de fonctionnement operating point

liaison câblée (câble) cable connector point de prélèvement pickup point

lien link point initial initial point

fl

fi fl

fi

fl

fl fl

fl fl

fl

fl
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point limite boundary point robots robots

point zéro zero point rupture de câble cable breakage

position absolue absolute position saisir grip, to

position de bras arm position saut inconditionnel unconditional jump

position de dépose deposit position schéma des bornes terminal diagram

position de référence de robot robot’s home schéma logique signal  ow plan

position de repos de robot robot’s park position schéma logique signal diagram

positionnement approximatif pathapproximate positioning sécurité safety
de la trajectoire segment de bras arm segment
potentiomètre d’étalonnage calibration potentiometer séquence sequence
poussoir de cames (moteur) cam tappet séquence de balayage scanning sequence
pouvoir de fermeture maximum current capacity serrure de volet  ap lock
précision statique static accuracy stable (robuste) robust
pression absolue absolute pressure structure de bras arm structure
pression d’essai test pressure suivi de trajectoire line following mode
pressostat (technique pressure switch superposition (mécanique) superposition
des  uides) surface limite bounday surface
principe de superposition superposition principle système buse-palette  app -er nozzle system
procédé d’accès au bus access control système de coordonnées robot’s coordinate system
procédure d’accès access procedure de robot
procédure d’essai test procedure système de reconnaissance image recognition system
procédure de démarrage startup procedure d’image

procédure maître-esclave master-slave procedure temps d’accélération acceleration time

processus d’apprentissage teach-in process temps d’accès access time

production automatisée automated manufacturing temps d’arrêt down time

programmation acoustique acoustic programming temps d’échantillonnage sampling time

programmation teaching mode temps de calcul calculating time
d’apprentissage temps de montée build up time
programmation de robot robot programming tension de base base voltage
programmation manuelle manual programming test d’étincelles spark test
protection d’appareil appliance protection tolérance d’erreur calibration tolerance
raccordement de câble cable connection d’étalonnage

rainure transversale transverse slot touche d’entrée d’ordre instruction input key

rapport de mesure calibration chart traceur de courbes xy-plotter

rayon laser laser beam transformateur d’isolation isolating transformer

rayon spectral spectral radius transformateur de sécurité safety transformer

rechange spare transmetteur sans contact non-contact transmitter

recours à la garantie warranty claim très  n waver thin

rectiligne rectilinear tube évasé  ared tube (US)

réglage du point zéro zero point offset unité de balayage scanning unit

régulateur de pression pressure control device unité de base base unit

régulation à trois boucles three-input controller unité de compensation compensating unit

remodeler reshape, to usine automatisée automated factory

réponse impulsionnelle unit impulse response usine sans présence humaine unmanned factory

réseau CA AC supply valeur absolue absolute value

résistance individuelle single resistor valeur de mesure measured value

robot robot valeur nominale nominal value

robot à bras articulé jointed-arm robot vanne de maintien de pression pressure back-up valve

robot à commande tactile tactile-controlled robot vitesse de dé  lement speed of path

robot articulé articulated robot vitesse de robot robot velocity

robot d’apprentissage educational robot vitesse de transmission baud rate

robot de chargement load/unload robot volet (battant)  ap

robot de placement de pick and place robot watt watt
composants watt-seconde (Ws) watt-second
robot de transport robocarrier zone d’exécution performance zone
robot industriel industrial robot zone de protection safe zone
robot Scara Scara robot zone sûre de fonctionnement safe operating area
robotique robotics

fl

fl

fl

fl

fi

fl

fi

fl



absolute coordinates coordonnées absolues

solute motion mouvement absolu

position absolue

pressure pression absolue

échelle absolue

absolute value valeur absolue

démarreur CA 

 réseau CA 

convertisseur CA/CC

accélération 

capteur d’accélération 

temps d’accélération 

procédé d’accès au bus 

point d’accès 

procédure d’accès 

temps d’accès 

programmation acoustique 

c capteur acoustique 

activer 

niveau d’entraînement

adaptabilité 

commande adaptative

modes d’adressage 

capteur d’antenne 

protection protection d’appareil 

arc sinus

arc tangente

con  guration de bras

position de bras

segment de bras

structure de bras

robot articulé

montage 

capteur auditif 

usine automatisée 

machine-outil automatisée 

automated production automatisée

axis drag entraînement d’axe

ab axis drive commande d’axe

absolute position axis of motion axe de mouvement

absolute  azimuth azimut

absolute scale band width largeur de bande 

bang-bang control commande M/A

AC starter base pied, socle 

AC supply base unit unité de base

AC/DC-converter base voltage tension de base

acceleration battery backup batterie tampon 

acceleration sensor baud rate vitesse de transmission 

acceleration time boundary point point limite 

access control bounday surface surface limite

access point branch instruction ordre de dérivation 

access procedure breakdown torque couple de décrochage 

access time (moteur électrique) 

acoustic programming breakerless semiconductor allumage entièrement 
ignition system électronique acousti  sensor 
breaking capacity capacité de coupureactivate 
breakpoint point d’arrêt facultatifactuator level 
buffer mémoire intermédiaire (tampon) adaptability 
buffer ampli  er ampli  cateur-séparateur adaptive control 
buffer disc plaque de butéeaddressing modes 
build up time temps de montée antenna sensor 
cabinet limit switch contacteur de sécurité de porte appliance  
cable câble arc sine 
cable bracket cosse de câblearc tangent 
cable branchbox boîte de dérivation de câblearm con  guration 
cable breakage rupture de câblearm position 
cable clip  xation de câble arm segment 
cable connection raccordement de câble arm structure 
cable connector liaison câblée (câble) articulated robot 
calculating time temps de calcul assembly 
calibration chart rapport de mesure audible sensor 
calibration machine machine d’étalonnageautomated factory 
calibration potentiometer potentiomètre d’étalonnageautomated machine tool 
calibration tolerance tolérance d’erreur d’étalonnage manufacturing 
call appel automated material  ow  ux automatisé de matériaux 
cam switch commutateur à cames automated operation fonctionnement automatique
cam tappet poussoir de cames (moteur) automatic cycle cycle de travail automatique 
cartesian cartésien automatic gripper grappin automatique 
compensating unit unité de compensationautomatic handling manipulation automatique 
controller commande des pièces
degree of freedom degré de libertéautomatic tool change cycle de changement 

cycle automatique d’outil degree of mobility degré de mobilité

automatic tool changer échangeur d’outils automatique deposit position position de dépose

auxiliary circuit circuit auxiliaire down motion mouvement vers le bas [bras 
de robot] auxiliary contact contact auxiliaire

down time temps d’arrêtauxiliary control commande auxiliaire
drive entraînement auxiliary drive entraînement auxiliaire
educational robot robot d’apprentissageaxis correction correction d’axe

fi fi

fi

fi

fl fl

fi
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effector organe de travail mode selector switch commutateur de 

fonctionnementelbow coude 
moment of inertia moment d’inertieend effector effecteur terminal 
motion control commande de mouvementerror erreur 
motion function fonction de mouvementexecute exécuter 
motion space external gripper grappin extérieur espace de mouvement

motion step pas de mouvementeye-hand-coordination coordination œil-main
nominal value valeur nominale ap volet (battant) 
non contact sensor capteur sans contact ap hinge charnière de volet
non-contact transmitter transmetteur sans contact  ap lock serrure de volet
number of phases nombre de phases  apper-nozzle system système buse-palette
operating mode  ared tube (US) tube évasé mode de fonctionnement

operating point point de fonctionnement aring tool outil à évaser
out motion mouvement de sortie ash omettre/sauter (électrique) 
path deviation déviation de trajectoire oating neutral  l neutre 

 oating-point arithmetic arithmétique à virgule  ottante path information information sur la trajectoire

pathapproximate position approximative frequency converter convertisseur de fréquence 
positioning de la trajectoire

grip, to saisir 
payload capacité de charge

gripper grappin, effecteur 
performance zone zone d’exécution

image analysis analyse d’image 
pick and place robot robot de placement 

image recognition system système de reconnaissance de composants 
d’image

pickup point point de prélèvement
image acquisition acquisition d’image

picture element élément d’image
industrial robot robot industriel

picture recording enregistrement d’image
initial point point initial

pitch  échissement 
input, to entrer 

plane plan 
instruction instruction 

pressure back-up valve vanne de maintien de pression
instruction input key touche d’entrée d’ordre

pressure control device régulateur de pression
isolating transformer transformateur d’isolation 

pressure surge coup de bélier
isolator isolateur 

pressure switch pressostat (technique 
isolator switch disjoncteur des  uides) 
jaws mâchoires probing cycle cycle d’échantillonnage
joint articulation problem oriented orienté vers la résolution 
jointed-arm robot robot à bras articulé des problèmes 
kinetic energy énergie cinétique push out éjecter 
kinetics cinétique rectilinear rectiligne 
laser beam rayon laser reshape, to remodeler 
laser cutting machine installation de découpe laser rigid members éléments rigides
lattice constant constante de réseau robocarrier robot de transport 
lattice energy énergie de réseau robot robot 
law of action and reaction loi d’interaction robot control commande de robot 
level of automation niveau d’automatisation robot cycle cycle de robot 
line following mode suivi de trajectoire robot drive commande de robot
link membre robot dynamics dynamique de robot 
load/unload manipulator manipulateur de chargement robot generation génération de robot 
load/unload robot robot de chargement robot mounting design architecture de robot 
manipulator manipulateur, bras de robot, robot peripherals périphériques de robot 

automate de manipulation robot programming programmation de robot 
manual programming programmation manuelle robot programming langue de programmation 
margin limite (marge) language de robot 
mass storage mémoire de masse robot sensorics capteurs de robot 
master switch interrupteur général robot tool outil de robot 
master-slave procedure procédure maître-esclave robot trajectory capacité de charge de robot 
maximum current capacity pouvoir de fermeture robot unit module de robot 
maximum dimension dimension maximale robot velocity vitesse de robot 
measured value valeur de mesure robot workzone espace de travail de robot
mechanical joint articulation mécanique robotics robotique

robots robots

fl

fl

fl

fl

fl

fl

fl

fl fi

fl fl

fl

fl
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robot’s coordinate system système de coordonnées switch commutateur 

de robot tactile-controlled robot robot à commande tactile
robot’s home position de référence de robot 

tangential force force tangentielle
robot’s park position position de repos de robot 

teach pendant boîtier de programmation 
robust stable (robuste) 

teach-in process processus d’apprentissage 
rocker bascule 

teaching aid moyen d’apprentissage 
rocker arm culbuteur (moteur) 

teaching mode programmation d’apprentissage
rotary joint joint rotatif

tensile force force de traction 
safe operating area zone sûre de fonctionnement 

tensile load charge de traction 
safe zone zone de protection 

terminal box boîtier de distribution 
safeguards mesures de protection 

terminal cable câble de fermeture 
safely dimensioned largement dimensionné 

terminal clip borne de raccordement
safety sécurité 

terminal cover boîte de bornes
safety caging grille de protection 

terminal diagram schéma des bornes
safety transformer transformateur de sécurité 

test pressure pression d’essai 
safety valve clapet antiretour (soupape 

test procedure procédure d’essaide sécurité) 
test run essai de fonctionnement sampling frequency fréquence d’échantillonnage
three-input controller régulation à trois bouclessampling time temps d’échantillonnage
three-phase electricity sampling transducers éléments de transmission compteur triphasé 
meterd’échantillonnage
three-phase machine scanning cycle séquence de balayage machine à courant triphasé

transverse pitch pas apparentscanning electrone microscope à balayage 
microscope électronique transverse section coupe apparente

scanning method méthode de balayage transverse slot rainure transversale 

scanning sequence séquence de balayage twisting joint joint de torsion 

scanning unit unité de balayage ultimate load charge maximale ; charge 
de ruptureScara robot robot Scara 

unconditional instruction instruction de saut sequence séquence 
inconditionnelle 

set down déposer 
unconditional jump saut inconditionnel 

signal diagram schéma logique
unit circle cercle trigonométrique 

signal  ow  ux de signaux (mathématique) 
signal  ow path chemin de  ux des signaux unit counter compteur d’unités ; compteur 
signal  ow plan schéma logique de production 
signal forms formes de signal unit impulse response réponse impulsionnelle 
signal generator générateur de signal unmanned factory usine automatisée
single pole switch interrupteur unipolaire up motion mouvement vers le haut
single quadrant operation fonctionnement à un quadrant warranty garantie 
single resistor résistance individuelle warranty claim recours à la garantie 
single stage à un étage watt watt 
slavearm bras de travail watt-second watt-seconde (Ws) 
socket wrench clé à douille wave onde (électrique) 
spanner clé à écrou waveform forme d’onde (électrique) 
spanner nut écrou de serrage waveguide guide d’onde
spare rechange wavelength longueur d’onde (électrique) 
spare part pièce de rechange waver thin très  n
spark test test d’étincelles wear détérioration, usure 
spark timing moment d’allumage weldig torch chalumeau/pistolet à souder 
spectral norm norme spectrale work cycle cycle de travail 
spectral radius rayon spectral work envelope espace de travail
speed of path vitesse de dé  lement working function fonction de travail
spherical-shaped en forme de bille workspace espace de travail
startup friction frottement au démarrage wrist main de robot, poignet 
startup performance comportement au démarrage xy-plotter traceur de courbes
startup procedure procédure de démarrage yield point limite de  uidité 
static accuracy précision statique yield resistance limite d’élasticité 

zero point superposition superposition (mécanique) point zéro 

zero point offset réglage du point zéro superposition principle principe de superposition

fl fl

fl fl

fl

fi

fi
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Finland – 

Call of the wild
Vast horizons of forests and lakes with revitalising crisp air plus cutting-edge 
urbanity. That’s Finland. It is also very much a country of paradoxes, mirroring the 
Finnish approach to business.

La Finlande est un 

pays de contrastes 

qui se re  ètent 

dans son art et sa 

manière de faire 

des affaires.

fl

Finland is very much a country of paradoxes. It is triumphs in many international niche markets. This 

Nordic and yet not Scandinavian (its language is fortitude makes the Finn a very strong and able 

totally unrelated to Swedish, Norwegian or Danish). business person. Do not underestimate the Finns. 

Finland is heavily dependent on traditional indus- Managers place more emphasis on e  ectiveness 

tries such as  but, at the same time, and order than on  air and initiative (which are 

is at the  in many hi-tech sectors. The more useful in the design and R&D side of the 

people of the country are notoriously limited com- business.)

municators but very  in foreign languages. Finns respect  and ironic . 

Finns are very proud of their nation‘s history and People do not like to show any  and graces, 

achievements but swift to criticise any perceived nor do they like to be on the end of a sales pitch. 

national . Therefore managers take a  to 

These paradoxes are often mirrored in the Fin- managing others. It is not particularly the manager‘s 

nish approach to business and result in the Finns role to motivate the troops through pep-talks or 

appearing, in the eyes of many other nationalities, positive feedback sessions. Delegation is more a 

to be an enigma. It can be very di   cult to get to matter of setting  tasks and de  ning bench-

know Finnish colleagues well; it can seem impos- marks against which results can be quanti  ably and 

sible to understand the drivers behind non-emotionally measured. Once tasks have been 

. It is, therefore, extremely important delegated, the manager would not expect, or be 

when doing business in Finland to have a good expected, to closely  progress.

 the cultural background of the Finns. It is Within larger companies, maj or decisions would 

de  nitely true that in Finland a little knowledge tend to be made by a team of senior executives in 

can go a long way. a collective fashion. This process can be slow and 

Finnish history is that of triumph over  - Finns have a history of conservatism 

. Triumph over the climate, triumph over more and change happens only after very deep conside-

powerful, wealthier neighbours and more latterly ration by all involved parties.

pulp and paper

leading edge

pro  cient modesty self-deprecation

airs

 aws low-key approach

tangible

business 

propositions

scrutinise

grasp of

adversi- painstaking

ty

fi

fl

fl
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Finland di  ers from its Scandinavian neighbours trusts that employees (who are amongst the best 

in a number of ways. In business, probably the most educated in Europe) will have the 

striking is the lack of dependency on consensus as a  to perform their  tasks. Finland has 

means of reaching important decisions. This is not experienced many years of comparatively calm 

to say that Finns are massively hierarchical or that industrial relations and there is little, if any, antago-

they are non-consultative - it is more that Finns like nism between shop  oor and management. 

to know exactly the  of their responsibili- Outside the metropolitan centre of Helsinki 

ties and will expect to be allowed to take the decisi- (where more than 20% of the total population 

ons which fall naturally within those perimeters. live), many companies have traditionally taken on 

Thus, Finns will complain j ust as bitterly (probab- an active social role within the community, quite 

ly even more bitterly) than other nations about the rightly seeing themselves as  of the local 

slowness of the Swedish decision-making process. area. Therefore, outside Helsinki, employees have 

The structures of the organisation are supposed to been very loyal to employers with little j ob-hopping 

be de  ned in such a way that everybody knows taking place. 

what is expected of them and the organisation 

ff

requisite levels 

of skill allotted

perimeters

mainstays

fl

fi n

Source:

worldbusinessculture.com

business partner

Land Area:   338,145 km² 
Population:   5.3 m 
Population density:  15.9 km² 
Life expectancy:   Men 77 yrs
   Women 84 yrs 
Adult literacy:   99% 
Average per household:  2.1 
Divorces per1,000:  2.5  
Currency:   Euro 
GDP:    $238bn 
GDP per heads:   $44,580 
Employment (% of total):  Agriculture 3%
   Industry 28%
   Services 69%
   Unemployed 8% 

adversity adversité

allot, to attribuer

business proposition offre commerciale

 aw défaut, manque 

grasp of, to have a bien maîtriser

leading edge bord avant

low-key approach approche prudente

mainstay pilier

modestie

méticuleux, minutieux 

périmètre, zone 

pro  cient capable, compétent 

pulp and paper cellulose et papier 

requisite levels of skill compétences 
indispensables

scrutinise, to examiner 
avec attention

self-depreciation se dévaloriser 
soi-même, mépris 

tangible palpable, tangible 

modesty

painstaking

perimeter

fl

fi

Business culture in Finland: 

• Perseverance and stubbornness (sisu) are 

widely viewed as being key characteristics.

• Finns tend less towards consensus than their 

Nordic cousins, expecting individuals to take 

responsibility for decisions which fall within 

the perimeters of their responsibilities.

• Industrial relations in Finland have been 

characterised by co-operation and calm, with 

all elements in the organisation working for 

the good of the greater whole.

• Finnish companies can be quite paternalistic 

in their approach to the wider community, 

seeing the company as having a social 

obligation to ful  l.

• Engineering and engineers are held in great 

esteem and managers from this discipline very 

often dominate companies.

• Management places great emphasis on the 

development of orderly procedures and 

processes, which will enable everybody to 

perform their tasks ef  ciently.

• Major decisions tend to be taken in a 

collegiate style by a small group of senior 

managers. These major decisions can be a 

long time in the making.

• Finns are uncomfortable with a 'hard sell' 

approach. It is better to be understated and 

somewhat self-deprecating in manner.

• Meetings are very often used for the 

dissemination of information rather than as 

debating chambers

• Meetings tend to be highly structured and 

interruptions and diversions are frowned 

upon.

fi

fi
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Superconductors
With their zero and remarkable magnetic and thermal 

 properties, superconductors have the potential to revolutionise 
numerous technologies, including transport. 

electrical resistance 

conductive

La supraconduc-

tivité est un 

phénomène 

remarquable : les 

supraconducteurs 

peuvent transporter 

du courant 

électrique sans 

aucune résistance 

et donc sans 

aucune perte.

If you’v e been to an airport lately, you’ve probably  is a force that holds back the movement 

noticed that air travel is becoming increasingly of a sliding or a rolling obj ect. Speaking of electric 

 Despite frequent delays, airplanes still provi- power, here the friction is well pronounced as 

de the fastest way to travel hundreds or thousands which is de  ned as the  o  ered to 

of miles. The only alternatives to airplanes — feet, the  ow of electric current in a conductor. Scientists 

cars, buses, boats and conventional trains — are j ust have been working heavily to invent a composite 

too slow for today ’s  society. However, with least resistance which can  for 

there is a new form of transportation that could another e-revolution.

revolutionise transportation of the 21st century the 

way airplanes did in the 20th century. A few coun-

tries are using powerful  

to develop high-speed trains, called maglev trains. One of the interesting things about resistance is 

Maglev is short for magnetic , which means how it changes as you change the temperature. 

that these trains will  oat over a guideway using the Suppose you have a piece of gold wire in an 

basic principles of magnets to replace the old steel . Gold is one of the best conductors there 

wheel and track trains. Let us try to understand the is: it shows very little resistance to electricity. But 

technology behind it . increase its temperature and it puts up much more 

Friction

con-

gested. resi-

stance obstruction

fast-paced pave the way

superconducting magnets

levitation

electric 

circuit

fi

fl

fl

ff

Gold is one of the best conductors

Source: by daylight 9899 CC BY-SA 3.0

feature 

Source:  CC BY-SA 3.0 via Commons

After many years 
of testing, the SC 
Maglev has now 
been approved 

for construction. 
It will connect 

Tokyo and Osaka.

The SC Maglev 
system uses an 

electrodynamic 
suspension 

(EDS) system. 
Installed in the 

trains' bogies are 
superconducting 

magnets, and 
the guideways 

contain two sets 
of metal coils.

anvil enclume 

conductive conducteur 

congested obstrué 

conversely inversement 

cuprate cuprate, oxyde de cuivre 

electrical circuit circuit électrique 

electrical resistance résistance électrique

fast-paced (to be) hectique (se dérouler 

rapidement) 

friction 

guidage 

hydrogène sulfuré

Josephson junction liaison Josephson 

levitation lévitation

lift poussée verticale

MRI IRM 

obstruction obstacle 

odeur 

particle accelerator accélérateur de particules

frayer la voie

pénétrer 

propulsion entraînement 

resistance résistance 

subject sth. to sth., to soumettre quelque 

chose à quelque chose

superconducting magnet aimant supraconducteur

superconductor supraconducteur 

suspension suspension 

within a whisker tout juste, à un cheveu 

friction

guideway

hydrogen sul  de

pave the way, to

penetrate, to

fi

odour
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diamagnetic diamagnétique

electric current courant électrique

electrical resistance résistance électrique

expulsion expulsion

levitate, to léviter

repell, to repousser

superconductivity supraconductivité

threshold seuil

penetrate

Conversely

MRI machines

particle accelerators wi-

thin a whisker 

 J osephson j unctions 

hydrogen sul  de

odourless

ubj ecting

anvil.

guideway 

lift propulsion

suspension

Superconductivity

electrical resistance expulsion

diamagnetic

electric currents

repelling 

levitate

thresholds 

resistance. Why? Broadly speaking, the higher the pended with no support other than magnetic  elds. 

temperature, the more thermal vibrations there are As mentioned already, a superconductor refuses to 

inside the gold’s crystalline structure and the harder let magnetism  inside it . Magnetic mate-

electrons will  nd it to  ow through. , if rials and systems are able to attract or press each 

you cool gold down, you reduce the vibrations and other apart or together with a force dependent on 

make it easier for electrons to  ow. Thus we see that the magnetic  eld and the area of the magnets.

superconductors are most likely to be found in the 

lower temperature regions.

Superconducting magnets are some of the most 

powerful electromagnets known. They are used The discovery of so-called high-temperature super-

in , mass spectrometers, and the conductors moved research on enormously. The 

beam-steering magnets used in . original superconductors needed temperatures 

They can also be used for magnetic separation, of absolute zero —and you can reach 

where weak magnetic particles are extracted from a those only by cooling materials using an expensive 

background of less or non-magnetic particles, as in coolant gas such as liquid helium. 

the pigment industries. Superconductors are used Ideally, engineers want a superconductor to work 

to build which are the building at room temperature, but until now, the best availa-

blocks of SQUIDs (superconducting quantum inter- ble have been copper oxide ceramics or cuprates 

ference devices), the most sensitive magnetometres that superconduct at -140 ºC at normal pressure 

known. Promising future applications include high- and -109 ºC at high pressures.

performance smart grids, electric power transmis- The new record holder produced by the Max 

sion, electric motors (e.g. for vehicle propulsion, as Planck-led team is  (H S); a colour-

in maglev trains), magnetic levitation devices and less and most de  nitely not  gas that gives 

superconducting magnetic refrigeration. rotten eggs their smell. The researchers caused 

the compound to superconduct by cooling it and 

s  it to high pressures by means of a dia-

mond  This is a super high-pressure chamber 

made of two  at-faced diamonds. Super-cooled 

Maglev (derived from magnetic levitation) is a trans- liquid hydrogen sul  de was placed in a one-cubic 

port method that uses magnetic levitation to move centimeter cryogenic cell between the diamonds 

vehicles without touching the ground. With maglev, and pressure is applied. As the diamonds squeeze 

a vehicle travels along a using magnets together, the mixture is subj ected to a pressure of 

to create both  and , thereby reducing 1.5 megabars (which is half the pressure found at 

friction by a great extent and allowing very high the Earth‘s core) at which point it starts to supercon-

speeds. Magnetic levitation, maglev, or magnetic duct at a record new high temperature of -70 ºC. 

 is a method by which an obj ect is sus-

 is a phenomenon of exactly zero 

 and  of magnetic  elds 

occurring in certain materials when cooled below 

a characteristic critical temperature. A supercon-

ductor is : it refuses to let magnetism 

penetrate inside it . How does that work? Stand a 

superconductor in a magnetic  eld and you’ll make 

  ow through its surface. These 

currents create a magnetic  eld that exactly cancels 

the original  eld trying to get inside the supercon-

ductor and the magnetic  eld outside. 

This is known as the Meissner e  ect and it explains 

how you can make a superconductor  (  oat) 

in a magnetic  eld. The temperature are 

incredibly low, and thus incredibly expensive to 

maintain. Aluminium, for instance, has a super-

conducting temperature threshold of 1.2 Kelvin, or 

-271.95 °C.
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Superconductivity

High-temperature superconductor

Using magnetic levitation to 

move vehicles 

Source:

Author:Sahil Ali

Max-Planck-Gesellschaft
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Invented in... 

New Zealand

New Zealand is that little  of a country somewhere near Australia. While most 
people know the country as a great holiday destination, New Zealanders have 
a can-do  and have invented many things which are now known and 
used around the world. Here are nine inventions by talented Kiwis who enj oyed 
thinking outside the box.

slice

attitude

Saviez-vous que la 

Nouvelle-Zélande 

a été le premier 

pays à accorder le 

droit de vote aux 

femmes en 1893 

et que seulement 

5 % des habitants 

de la Terre sont des 

êtres humains ; le 

reste est constitué 

d’animaux... voici 

quelques-unes des 

découvertes de l’î le 

verte.

The egg beater - Ernest Godward Jogging - Arthur Lydiard

Disposable syringes - Colin 

Murdoch

High speed amphibious vehicles - 

Alan Gibbs

The Jetpack - Glenn Martin

Commercial bungy j ump - AJ Hackett

Godward moved to New Zealand from England in Runner and athletics coach Arthur Lydiard is 

1886 and he began inventing things  while  inventing a new training technique based 

working at the Southland CycleWorks. In 1900 he on  and periodisation, made famous by 

invented and patented an  that prepared two of his protégés, Peter Snell and Murray Halberg, 

eggs for a in three and a half minutes - winning gold medals at the Rome Olympics in 1960.

previously it had taken 15 minutes.

New Zealand entrepreneur and  A J  Hackett Pharmacist and  Colin Murdoch was 

was inspired to create bungy j umping after learning also an inventor, with 46 patents to his name. Aware 

of a traditional practice in Vanuatu where partici- of the risks of infection of glass , he designed 

pants  from wooden structures attached to . and patented the syringe. 

Initially the Department of Health felt it was “too 

futuristic”. It took a few years before it was adopted 

and used by millions around the world.

The earliest amphibious v date back to the 

Hackett  a system of  elastic bands, 1700s, but it was businessman Alan Gibbs who 

and publicised his bungy style by j umping from the launched the world’s  rst road-legal, 

Ei  el Tower in 1987. He opened the world’s  rst high-speed amphibian in 2003. The 

commercial bungy site in 1988, and New Zealand following year, Richard Bran-

has become the home of the bungy with more than son drove one of Gibbs’ 

100,000 visitors  each year. vehicles to break the 

record for an am-

phibious crossing 

of the English 

Glenn Martin said he spent 30 years working on Channel. His third 

what the Federal Aviation Administration classi  es as design, the Quadski 

an experimental ultralight airplane. Martin (see photo), went to 

it in America in 2008 and it can now  y for over 30 market last year.

minutes, with speeds up to 74 km/hr. It was named 

one of Time magazine’s 50 best inventions in 2010.

cred-

on the side ited with

endurance

egg beater

sponge cake 

daredevil veterinarian

syringes

leap vines disposable hypodermic 

ehicles 

 devised plaited

taking the plunge

unveiled 

ff

fi

fi
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Referee’s whistle - William Atack

Zorb - Akers brothers

Flying machine - Richard Pearse

The ’s whistle is a normal feature of sports 

games, but Cantabrian William Atack was the  rst 

sports referee in the world to use a  to stop a 

game. As a rugby referee, Atack found the use of the 

voice  and found the whistle to be a great 

success. It was soon adopted all over the country 

and then world.

Brothers David and Andrew Akers designed another 

adventurous invention - the Zorb. It is a giant  

made of plastic that spins its occupants downhill 

- sometimes up to 50km/h. The brothers created 

ZORB Ltd, setting up an international franchise 

system making “Zorbing” a popular recreational 

activity around the world.

While the Wright brothers are often given credit 

for inventing the  rst plane, evidence  that 

farmer and inventor Richard Pearse  ew a plane on 

31st March 1903 for 140 metres before it crashed 

- some nine months before the Wright brothers. 

Relying on the small amount of materials available 

to him, he used bamboo and  to build 

his planes. 

Moreover, New Zealand tourism pioneer Sir 

Henry [Harry] Wigley made aviation history in 

1955 when he made a world-  rst snow landing in 

a plane with modi  ed retractable skis. Wigley had 

spent years perfecting the skis before he piloted the 

 rst ski plane from Mt Cook village to the Tasman 

 

referee

whistle

exhausting

orb

suggests

scrap metal

Glacier.

fi

fi
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Source:

Tourism NZ

worldwide 
attitude attitude

daredevil casse-cou 

devise, to concevoir

disposable jetable

egg beater batteur en neige (aussi : 

argot américain 

hélicoptère) 

endurance endurance

exhausting épuisant, pénible

hypodermic syringe seringue d’injection

sauter 

incidemment

sphère

plaited tressé

referee arbitre

scrap metal déchets métalliques, fer-

raille

slice tranche, morceau 

sponge cake génoise

suggérer, proposer 

syringe seringue 

sauter le pas

porter quelque chose

au crédit de quelqu’un 

unveil, to dévoiler

veterinarian, vet vétérinaire

vine plante grimpante, vigne 

whistle sif  et

leap, to

on the side

orb

take the plunge, to

to credit s.o. with sth.

suggest, to

fl

New Zealand’s breathtaking landscapes will inspire you to try new ad-The new Gibbs Quadski (below) and the original Aquada 
ventures, such as zorbing. A zorb, in case you didn’t know, is a cushioned (right). Photos: Gibbs
sphere suspended within a large outer sphere. Invented in New Zealand and 
exported to the world, it’s a supremely crazy way to roll down a hill. 

Watch the  Aquada 
video here
www.gibbspress.com
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Walk like an Egyptian

L’Égypte possède 
avec les Pyramides 
de Gizeh et la Vallée 
des Rois quelques-
uns des monuments 
culturels les plus 
importants du 
monde. Cepen-
dant ces antiquités 
fascinantes ne sont 
pas les seuls hauts 
lieux touristiques 
qu’offre l’Égypte. 
Les passionnés de 
sports nautiques se 
retrouvent dans des 
centres touristiques 
tels qu’Hurghada 
ou Charm el-Cheikh.

The sweltering heat didn’t deter Egyptians from for tourists there is a great deal to see and explore 

hitting the streets in droves in August to celebrate in Egyp ,t  even though one should consult a local 

the grand opening of the New Suez Canal. While it foreign travel advice service on advice against travel, 

helped that the country ’s new leader, Abdel Fattah e.g. by a heightened threat of terrorist attacks.

al-Sisi, declared the day a national holiday, there Nevertheless, the stunning, colossal monuments 

was, nonetheless, a true sense of excitement and j oy of Ancient Egypt never fail to astonish. The heat, 

amongst Cairo’s 20 million people in response to sight and the light of the desert invigorate. The 

the opening of the new 30-mile waterway. The city cool, turquoise waters rej uvenate. A romantic cruise 

was painted in Egypt’s national colours of red, white, along the world‘s longest river dazzles the senses. 

and black —harking back to the days when Arab A  rst class getaway resort in the Red Sea Riviera is 

nationalism was strong and Islamic fundamentalism pure escapism. No place has the magic, mystery and 

was in its infancy. pleasures of Egypt. 

Four years after the Arab Spring destabilised this 

country of 90 million, Egypt’s new leaders hope that 

Thursday ’s grand opening of the New Suez Canal (as 

they ’ve dubbed it) will serve as a tangible symbol The Nile Valley is home to the Valley of the Kings, 

of the country ’s resurrection from political chaos. the iconic Giza Pyramids, the maj estic Sphinx and 

But while the innovative  nancing and the speedy the stunning temples of Luxor and Karnak. For 

construction of the new canal were impressive, nearly 4000 years, the extraordinary shape, impec-

Egypt still has a great deal of work to do if it wants cable geometry and sheer bulk of the Giza Pyramids 

western investors and tourists to come back. And have invited the obvious question: ‘How were we 

fi

fi

Nile Valley

travel 

The stunning, colossal monuments of Ancient Egypt never fail to astonish. 
Egyp ,t  the most populous country in the Arab world, claims one of the world’s 
oldest cultures, descending from an ancient civilisation that emerged in the 10th 
millennium BCE.
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L’Egypte est un pays 

passionnant mais 

potentiellement 

risqué pour les 

voyageurs. Avant 

d’entreprendre 

tout déplacement 

en Egypte, nos 

lecteurs sont avisés 

de consulter le site 

du Ministère des 

Affaires Etrangères 

(rubrique conseils 

aux voyageurs).

https://www.

diplomatie.gouv.

fr/fr/conseils-aux-

voyageurs

built , and why?’ Centuries of research have given 

us parts of the answer. We know they were massive 

tombs constructed on the orders of the pharaohs by 

teams of workers tens-of-thousands strong. This is 

supported by the discovery of a pyramid-builders’ 

settlement, complete with areas for large-scale food 

production and medical facilities. 

Ongoing excavations on the Giza Plateau have 

provided more evidence that the workers were not 

the slaves of Hollywood tradition, but an organised 

workforce of Egyptian farmers. During the  ood 

season, when the Nile covered their  elds, the same 

farmers could have been redeployed by the highly 

structured bureaucracy to work on the pharaoh’s 

tomb. In this way, the Pyramids can almost be seen 

as an ancient j ob-creation scheme. And the  ood 

waters made it easier to transport building stone to 

the site.

But despite the evidence, some still won’t accept 

that the ancient Egyptians were capable of such 

achievements. So-called pyramidologists point to 

the carving and placement of the stones, precise to 

the millimetre, and argue the numerological signi  -

cance of the structures’ dimensions as evidence that 

the Pyramids were constructed by angels or aliens. 

It’s easy to laugh at these out-there ideas, but when 

you see the monuments up close, especially inside, 

you’ll better understand why so many people be-

lieve such awesome structures must have unearthly 

origins.

For those who prefer the beach, there is plenty of the crystal blue waters. You can take to a touristic 

choice at the Red Sea Riviera. Located near the Eas- hot spot destination and stay in any of the year 

tern Desert and south of the Sinai, the Red Sea Ri- round international hotels at Sharm El Sheikh. In the 

viera is a long coastal area full of beautiful beaches pleasant climate of Hurghada, you can go underwa-

that lead to the Red Sea. Here you‘ll be able to swim ter  shing, snorkeling, camping, and visit the world’s 

among dolphins, dugongs and an overwhelming largest aqua-culture museum. Unwind in El Gouna 

number of  ora and fauna. at luxury hotels set among gorgeous mountains and 

The year-round sunshine on the Egyptian Red crystal clear waters. Go diving,  shing and sight-

Sea makes it a perfect diving destination at any seeing at Marsa Alam. Connect with the friendly 

time of the year. Even in the  rst three months of locals of a charming  shing village called Dahab. 

the year, when water temperatures range from 21 Marsa Alam and Safaga are well known therapeutic 

to 22 degrees, you can still swim, snorkel or dive in destinations sites. 

fl

fi

fl

fi

fi

fl

fi

fi fi

Red Sea Riviera

n

travel 

Egyp qt uick facts
Egypt, a country linking northeast Africa 
with the Middle East, dates to the time of 
the pharaohs. Millennia-old monuments 
still sit along the fertile Nile River Valley, 
including the colossal Pyramids and Sphinx 
at Giza and the hieroglyph-lined Karnak 
Temple and Valley of the Kings tombs 
in Luxor. The capital, Cairo, is home to 
Ottoman landmarks such as Muhammad 
Ali Mosque.

Cairo
Egyptian pound

 nearly 90 million (2015)
Africa

: Modern Standard Arabic
Islam

Capital: 
Currency: 
Population:
Continent: 
Of  cial language
Religion: 
fi

Source:

www.wikitravel.org

www.fortune.com

www.egypt.travel

www.lonelyplanet.com

Source: wikitravel.org
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business 

Problem-solving 
techniques

In our daily business handlings, things rarely develop in the way we had 
 them. We are constantly faced with problems, issues or challenges – 

whatever we want to call them – and we have to generate corresponding ideas 
and solutions every day. Fortunately, there are some brilliant  for 
dealing with this.

anticipated

techniques

Une équipe, quand 

elle est confrontée 

à un problème, 

dispose de plusieurs 

techniques pour 

trouver des idées 

et des solutions. En 

voici quelques-unes.

In the  phase we aim to  nd as many  use comparisons and images to 

solutions and ideas as possible. One way to ap- express ideas.

proach this is through mental provocation. We  ask all of the questions you can 

need to challenge  and aspects we think of; or ask the  ve W’s (who, where, 

believe to be facts. Some methods are: when, what, why + how). 

 look at the problem in a model  ask the opposite of the question 

of the system. you want to ask.

 draw parallels; analogies can be 

direct, personal, to nature, fantastical, para-

doxical.

 look at what sets There are some techniques which can be used 

this problem/product apart from others. to try to access ideas that are not obvious from 

divergent

assumptions

fi

fi

Metaphors:

Abstraction: Reversal:

Questions:

Analogies:

Focus on the di  erence:ff

Brainstorming and brainwriting
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business 
the very start . Very well-known and widely-used down into  parts. Then the value of the 

is the brainstorming technique, which involves attributes is considered. The real value of each 

groups of people coming together and pool- attribute should be  even if it is negative. 

ing their ideas. At this initial stage, suggestions The third and last step is to modify the attributes.

should not be evaluated or criticised. It has been 

known for some time that this technique works Osborne’s Checklist serves as a tool for looking at 

best if people have time to collect their ideas problems from di  erent perspectives:

individually and then meet together with the rest  1. Change the use

of the group afterwards to share them.  2. Adapt it

 Brainstorming has also developed further to  3. Change it

form what is called “brainwriting”, or the “6-3-5  4.  it 

Method”. A group of people, ideally six, form a  5.  it

team. Each team member sketches three ideas.  6. Replace it

The concepts are passed to the person on the  7.  it

right. This person then adds,  or expands  8. Turn it back to front

each of the three ideas passed to them. They  9. Combine it

should be given 10 to 15 minutes for this task. 10. Transform it 

The focus needs to be on advancing ideas and 

not on criticising them. It is then  The so-called SCAMPER method uses a similar 

that that the ideas be passed on to the next per- list to pose questions about existing products (or 

son – in total  ve times. for creating new ones) by using each of these 

seven :  combine, adapt, modi-

fy, put to another use, eliminate and reverse.

 Systematic Inventive Thinking (SIT) is an-

Sometimes it is necessary to gain a new perspec- other step-by-step approach for changing your 

tive and to approach a problem in a di  erent perspective. SIT represents common  

way. Our way of thinking is very often quite linear that are found in innovative ideas. The steps are: 

and  one thing leads to another, and substructure, multiplication, division, task uni  ca-

things are either true or false.  thinking, tion and attribute dependency. 

and also fuzzy thinking, challenges this line of 

thought. It tries to access di  erent perceptions, 

di  erent concepts and di  erent points of entry. 

Lateral thinking can either refer to a system  analysis  rst de  nes a problem 

applied to change our understanding of things in a  statement. Then variables are listed 

and generate a new perception; or it can refer which could change the situation. Of these 

to the exploration of multip ple ossibilities and variables 2 to 6 are looked at more closely. Each 

approaches instead of  only one single of the variables is combined with the possi-

approach. ble values they might have. Finally, generated 

 The idea is to distance yourself from vertical ideas are combined to build a creative solution. 

logic, meaning working out the solution step-by- This method explores all possible solutions for 

step, and from horizontal imagination, meaning multidimensional and complex problems. It 

having many ideas but being unconcerned with works backwards from the output and towards 

the detailed implementation. Lateral thinking this system internals. This way the output and 

is a sideward movement that allows for spaces interactions of an entire system can be taken into 

between true and false and yes and no. account.

  input, or the random word creativ-

ity technique, is perhaps the simplest method: 

simply choose a random word from a diction-

ary. Ideally it should be a concrete noun. Then, 

associations are made with the problem in hopes A recurring idea in creativity is to look for inspira-
that a solution will arise from this di  erent point tion by looking at what others have done. One 
of entry. problem-solving technique is reduction – the 

transformation of the problem into another 

problem for which solutions exist . A more 

complex method is TRIZ , the Russian  

One technique for ensuring that all possible for “Theory of inventive problem-solving”. The 

aspects of an issue have been examined is the concept  that somebody somewhere has 

listing of  First the attributes of an already found a solution to your problem or one 

obj ect are listed. If necessary, the obj ect is broken very similar to it . This means that the creative 

constituent

sought,

Enlarge

Shrink

Transpose

modi  es

recommended

prompts substitute,

patterns

dialectic:

Lateral

Morphological

concise

pursuing

Random

acronym

assumes

attributes.

fi

fi

fi

fi fi

Lateral thinking

Morphological analysis 

Common patterns and existing 

solutions

Lists

ff

ff

ff

ff ff

ff

L’auteure Karin Hirmer est 

formatrice linguistique, 

 traductrice et conférencière

karinhirmer@hirmerls.com4
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abstraction
modify, to

morphological
acronym

anticipate, to
obvious

assume, to
pattern

assumption
prompt

attribute
pursue, to

random
cluster, to

receive, to

recommend, toconcise
reversalconstituent
seek, to (sought, dialectic
sought)

shrink, todivergent 
substitute, to

techniqueenlarge, to
threatlateral

metaphor transpose, to

abstraction, 
modi  er, changer 

généralisation 
morphologique 

acronyme, abréviation 
(Morphe : unité porteuse 

sous forme d’initiales 
de signi  cation) 

prévoir, anticiper 
évident

supposer, en partant de 
modèle

hypothèse
mot-repère 

attribut, caractéristique, 
poursuivre

propriété 
aléatoire

disposer en groupes, 
obtenirregrouper 
recommandercourt, bref, précis 
inversioncomposant, composante 

dialectique, qui pense chercher

par contradiction 
rétrécirdivergent, différent, 

qui s’écarte remplacer

technique, méthode agrandir

transversal, latéral menace, danger  

métaphore, image échanger, transposer

fi

fi

business 

creative, provocative, 
logical, positive intuitive, emotionalchange and alternatives

facts, figures, 
overview and control judgement and caution

information gaps

TRIZ general 
TRIZ specific solution

problem

Your specific problem Your specific solution

work involves  nding that 

existing solution and adapting 

it to your speci  c situation. 

The challenge is to elimi-

nate technical and physical 

contradictions. By generalising 

your speci  c problem you will 

 a speci  c solution in 

the end.

In the next phase, ideas need 

to be structured and evalu-

ated; but there should still 

be room for further develop-

ment. The Six-Hat-Method 

can be helpful when a debate 

needs to be depersonalised. 

Here, people “put on” or 

“take o  ” hats of a speci  c 

colour – with each hat rep-

resenting a di  erent way of 

thinking. 

 Finally, ideas can be 

 and organised. Mind 

mapping is a very popular 

way to structure concepts. 

A SWOT analysis can also 

be a good way to evaluate 

and assess. Simply draw up 

a scheme and write down 

Strengths, Weaknesses, Op-

portunities and  in 

order to create a clear visuali-

sation all aspects of a complex 

situation. 

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

receive

clus-

tered

Threats

Structuring and 

evaluating

ff

ff

n

TRIZ is the Russian acronym for “Theory of inventive problem-solving”.

The Six-Hat-Method can be helpful when a debate needs to be depersonalised. Here, 

people “put on” or “take o  ” hats of a speci  c colour – with each hat representing a 

di  erent way of thinking.

ff

ff

fi
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Short and polite 

answers should not 

be a challenge for 

you. There are only 

a few things to 

remember.

Socialising with con  dencefi

1.  Answer in short forms with: 

Me, too. Me, neither. Neither do I. Nor have I. So did I. 

2. Check the app pro riate response. 

3.  Choose an app pro riate modal auxiliary: may, might, could, would, ought, mustn’t, 

shall

a. I don’t understand this issue.

______________________________________________________________________________________________.

b. Tom  nished all his tasks early.

______________________________________________________________________________________________.

c. Susan hasn’t received her salary yet.

______________________________________________________________________________________________.

d. I won’t go to the o   ce party.

______________________________________________________________________________________________.

e. I will attend this meeting. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________.

 

a.  There, there. a.  There, there. 

b.  Well, done! b.  You’re welcome. 

c.  What a surprise.  c.  Here you are.  

a.  There, there. a.  Please. 

b.  Please. b.  Not at all. 

c.  Here you are.  c.  Sure.  

a. ____________________ you please shut the window?

b. ____________________ we go for lunch now?

c. ____________________ you send me the data by tomorrow?

d. Don’t you think it ____________________ be a good idea?

e. I believe you ____________________ to ask for permission  rst .

f. I’m afraid you ____________________ smoke in here.

g. ____________________ I speak to you for a moment?

fi

f

fi

1. A colleague has been promoted. 3. A friend is sad and crying.

2. You give your colleague the documents she wanted. 4. Someone says “Thank you”.

❑ ❑

❑ ❑

❑ ❑

❑ ❑

❑ ❑

❑ ❑
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idiomatic english 
Word  eld: fi

managing
1. Match the English verbs for the French « gérer » to their obj ects

2.  False friend: “action” and “action” “, to act” and “to handle”.

3.  Easy to confuse: process and procedure 

to direct

to oversee

to deal with

to handle

to come to terms with

to cope with

to manage

to operate

to administer

to conduct

 a problem

an audit

a failure

a server

a machine

a group of workers

a government agency

a portfolio of assets

a di   cult situation

a loss

ffi

The French is usually translated as Action is in French when it refers to the 

idea of being or Speci  c e  orts are often translated as or This 

is when someone refers to the French and, of course, can be 

or  

a. We need to take some (action/drive). 

b. Yes, let’s start a new marketing (action/campaign).

c. I really thought, he (dealt/handled) the problem well.

d. Wow, he has (acted/handled) very strangely. 

e. I like  xed prices. (Dealing/Bargaining) is not my thing.

A refers to a series of actions that has a particular result whereas a way of doing some-

thing, or doing something the correct way is called a has no word family, 

but there is (verb) and its participles and Note that when it has to do 

with court is a false friend and usually translated as or 

a. I’m sorry, but this is standard operation ________________________.

b. Tamara does not eat ________________________ food anymore. That means a lot of cooking.

c. The department is currently in the ________________________ of restructuring.

d. Wow, that was a lot of input. I need too ________________________ this.

e. Mr Brown is out of o   ce today. He is at a court ________________________. 

f. Do you know what is the usual ________________________ here?

action (titre boursier) share;  action  

active in action. campaign, drive operation. 

acts. To handle gérer/ prendre en main, a  aire 

deal, bargain act.

process (un processus) 

procedure (un procédé). Procedure 

to process processed processing. procès 

trial hearing.

fi

fi

f

ff

f

Choose the correct word. 

Fill in the correct word in the sample sentences.
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Grammar Review

Advanced Learners

Crossword

Common Mistakes

Idiomatic English

2.

1.
3.

2.
4.   

1.
3.

4.

2.
5.

3.

6.

1.

2.

3.

1.

  a. action, b. campaign, c. handled, d. acted, 

e. Bargaining.
   a. for weeks; b. someday; c. this week; d. every year; 

  a. procedure, b. processed, c. process, d. process, e. since they were children; f. , thanks.
e. hearing, f. procedure.  (possible answers) a. Mr Baron was going to do this 
Go to page 64.proj ect, but then he left the company. b. I‘m going 

to  nish my work in progress before leaving on a 

vacation. c. In the light of our progress, I don‘t think 

that we are going to be ready in time.    (possible answers) a. Isn’t that too late? b. This 
  a. had already taken; b. has been; c. will have might be a good idea. c. If possible, I would like to 

introduced; d. have looked, have formed; e. had not make a change to the agenda. d. Especially Calzone. 
even started, e. Shall we cancel the order? f. I’m not sure if this is 

   a. since, b yet, c. for, d. already, e. ago, f. often, 
such a great idea.

g. still, h. never.
   a. agree, b. regret, c. oppose, d. disagree, e. recom-

   a. had been going on; b. had j ust  nished; c. did you 
mend, f. believe;

do, went out, celebrated; d. were you doing, was 
   a. Unfortunately, b. Actually, c. In fact, d. Frankly, 

checking; e. has been working; f. has worked;

   a. am seeing; b. holds; c. believe; d. smells; e. Clearly, f. Luckily.

e. are being; f. hear, am not listening.

   a. Neither do I. b. So did I. c. Nor have I. 

d. Me, neither. e. Me, too. 

  1b, 2c, 3a, 4b.

  a. Would, b. Shall, c. Could, d. might, e. ought, 

f. mustn’t, g. May.

   (possible solution) to direct a government agency; 

to oversee a group of workers; to deal with a 

problem; to handle a di   cult situation; to come to 

terms with a failure; to cope with a loss; to manage 

a portfolio of assets; to operate a machine; to admi-

nister a server; to conduct an audit .

fi

fi

f

Réponses

Go to page  

for the key.
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4.  Find 14 items of PPE 
(personal protective equipment).
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A sense of time
In one maj or aspect that we need in every sentence English and French grammar 
is quite di  erent: tenses. They seem to be a never ending story with many rules 
to learn by heart . In fact, English tenses are a quite logical construction and once 
you have understood a few basic things, tenses are not as di   cult as you think 
they might be.

ff

f

Translating the tense.

Linda visits a conference.  regularly, e.g. every year

Linda is visiting a conference. at the moment, e.g. this week

Linda is visiting a conference.  xed future, e.g. next weekend

Linda is going to visit a conference.  plan to do this, e.g. when she  nds the time

Linda will be visiting a conference. in the future, e.g. when Tom is in town.

Linda has been visiting a conference. regularly, started in the past, e.g. for two weeks

Linda has visited a conference.  frequently, started in the past, e.g. every year 

 since she got her j ob

Going to-future. I was going to tell him, but then the telephone 

rang.

Look at these clouds. It’s going to rain soon.

I am going to tell him tomorrow.

 English and French deal with because it is similar to their concept of future; and 

time and tenses di  erently. This is why predicates the past progressive, because they have not learned 

(the verb of a sentence) are not translated one to the irregular verbs properly; and the present simple, 

one. Most of the time, English will need a di  erent because French uses the  for all kinds of time 

tense. The French tend to overuse the will-future, references. 

Français : Linda se rend à une conférence.

The going to-future is very useful 

when you need to refer to plans. 

   can be easily expressed this way,  J ’allais lui en parler quand le téléphone a sonné.

also in the past. A second usage is to draw conclu-

sions for the future based on present experiences.

 Regarde ces nuages. Il va se mettre à pleuvoir.

 J e vais lui dire demain.

ff

ff présent

La plani  cation de 

proj ets ou de tâches

Exercise 1

Exercise 2

1.   Match the time adverbials and sentence endings to the correct sentence.

2.  Try: Translate using the going to-future.

a.  Suzan has been working on the proj ect   _____ every year.

b.  Tom is going to  y around the world   _____ this week.

c.  Mike is working from home    _____ since they were children.

d.  Lucy attends this conference    _____ someday.

e.  Timo and J ohn have known each other    _____ , thanks.

f.  I’ ll have a cup of co  ee     _____ for weeks.

a.  Monsieur Baron était prévu pour ce proj et mais il a quitté l’entreprise.

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________.

b.  J e vais  nir mes dossiers en cours avant de partir en vacances.

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________.

c.  Au vu de notre vitesse de progression, j e pense que nous n’allons pas être prêts à temps.

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________.

fl

fi

ff

fi

fi

fi
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grammar review 

Exercise 3

Exercise 4

3.   Try: Insert the correct perfect tense: past, present or future.

4.  Try: Fill in these time adverbials: ago, for, since, yet, already, still, never, often. 

a. When I started the task, my colleague _________________________ (already, take care) of the permits. 

b. Tamara ____________________________ (be) to Paris three times.

c.  At the end of the year, this company ____________________________ (introduce) two new products 

on the market. 

d.  I ____________________________ (look) at all the documents and ____________________________ (form) 

an opinion. We can make a decision now.

e.  The conference was running late. Mr Clark was supposed to  nish at 2 o’clock, but 

____________________________ (not, start, even) the presentation by then.

A: “Do you know if Bernie has started the proj ect _________________ (a) he got the j ob?“ B: “I don’t 

think he has had a chance _________________ (b). He hasn’t been on it _________________ (c) too long.“ 

C: “Actually, he told me he has _________________ (d) started. That was a week _________________ (e).“ 

A : “Well, people _________________ (f ) say that they are working on it , when in fact they aren’t . And 

when you ask them a month later they are _________________ (g) working on the exact same task.“ 

C: “That might be so, but I have _________________  (h) had this with Bernie, so I believe he’s on it .“

fi

Perfect tenses. Past perfect: We didn’t have to wait, because I 

had booked tickets in advance.

Present perfect: I have read this book.  Impor-

tant: I know what’s in that book.

Future perfect: Tomorrow evening I will have 

 nished this task.

Adverbs of time and frequency. I have worked/have been working for this com-

pany for three years.

I worked for this company for three years.

I haven’t  nished the proj ect yet.

I still haven’t  nished the proj ect.

The present perfect is a particular 

challenge for French native speakers in English. 

French uses the  for all oral commu-  Nous n’avons pas eu besoin d’attendre car j ’avais 

nication about the past - with the exception of very réservé les billets.

com mon verbs and modal auxiliaries, the  

is left for written language. In English this is di  er-

ent. The present perfect ( +3rd form) con-
  J ’ai déj à lu ce livre.  nects the past to the present: it describes events that 

have started in the past and are still on-going; or it 

refers to an event in the past that has consequences 

or a result in the now. It is much easier to under-
 J ’aurai  ni cette tâche demain soir.

stand this by looking at the past perfect ( +3rd 

form), which is similar in its usage to the 

 or the   ( +3rd form).

 These small words 

are not hard to understand, but seem hard to 

remem ber. The main reason is that they cannot be  Cela fait trois ans que j e travaille pour cette 

translated one to one, or that there are two di  erent entreprise/ j e travaille pour cette entreprise depuis 

trois ans. words for the same French word. The French “

”  means , that is easy enough. However, the 

English  means  or  with the present 

perfect and  with the past simple;  is   J ’ai travaillé pour cette entreprise pendant 

used with periods of time, whereas since is used for trois ans.

 when referring to moments. 

Also easy to confuse are :  in a   rmative 

sentences; : /  in questions, and   J e n’ai pas encore  ni ce proj et.

 in negative sentences and :  . 

 and  are in front of the verb or between 

the  rst and the second part of the , like all ad-  J e n’ai touj ours pas  ni ce proj et.
verbs of frequency (  etc.); 

 and  are at the end of the sentence.

passé composé

imparfait

have/has

had

plus-que-

parfait future antérieur will have

il y 

a ago

for pendant depuis

pendant for

depuis

already déj à

yet encore déj a pas

encore still touj ours pas

Already still

verb

often, sometimes, never, yet, 

ago very often

ff

ff

➔

fi

fi

fi

fi

 

f

fi

fi fi
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Progressive tenses. I haven’t talked to him for weeks. (present per-

fect simple)

I haven’t been talking to him for weeks (present 

perfect progressive) 

What did you do when you lost your passport?

What were you doing when you lost your pass-

port?

Non-progressive verbs. Do you have the necessary information?

Are you having chicken or salad for lunch?

Nico is being strange.

Nico is strange. 

 These tenses do not ex ist in 

French at all. French often expresses this idea with a 

”. The name  means  Cela fait des semaines que j e ne lui ai pas parlé.“

, therefore the tense often describes progress or 

change. The other name for this tense, , 

i.e. , refers to the usage with things that are 
 Cela fait des semaines que j e ne lui parle pas.going on at a certain moment or for a speci  c time 

period. This is true for all progressive tenses. With 

perfect tenses, the progressive indicates that an  Qu’avez-vous fait quand vous avez perdu votre 
activity is recurring or uninterrupted. Do not forget passeport ?
that if there is an -  in the predicate, there needs 

to be a form of to be in front of it . 

 Qu’étiez-vous en train de faire quand vous avez 

perdu votre passeport ?

 There are some verbs that 

do not take the progressive form, because they are  Avez-vous les informations nécessaires ? 

static. These are verbs such as  

and so forth. However, some verbs change their 
 Prendrez-vous du poulet ou de la salade au meaning when used in the otherwise avoided pro-
déj euner ?gressive form, mostly to di  erentiate between a more 

static condition or a sense (simple), and an action 

(progressive). A good example is  “What do 
 Nicolas agit bizarrement (ces derniers temps, en 

you think?” means “What is your opinion”, assuming 
ce moment). 

that your opinion is something that does not really 

change; whereas “What are you thinking?” refers to 

the less static activity of  and means “Which  Nico est bizarre (touj ours).
thoughts are going through your mind?”.

en train de progressive progres-

sif

continuous

continu

ing

depend, exist, consist

to think:

thinking,

fi

Exercise 5

Exercise 6

5.  Try: Fill in an app pro riate form of the verb: simple or progressive. The tense itself is given 

at the end of the line. 

6. Try: Choose the correct form: simple or progressive. 

a. When I arrived, the debate _________________________________ (go) on for an hour. past perfect 

b. When I arrived, the meeting _________________________________ (j ust,  nish). past perfect

c.  What _________________________________ (do) when your boss told you about the promotion? I _____

____________________________ (go out) and _________________________________ (celebrate). past tense

d.  What _________________________________ (do) when your boss told you about the promotion? I _____

____________________________ (check) my emails. past tense

e.  George _________________________________ (work) on this proj ect day and night. There is no end in 

sight. present perfect

f.  George _________________________________ (work) on this proj ect day and night. That is why the 

result is so good. present perfect

a. A: “Are you single?” B: “No, I (see/ am seeing) someone.

b. The elevator (holds/is holding) eight people.

c. I (believe/am believing) that this is our best option. 

d. Let’s open the window. It (smells/is smelling) funny in here.

e. I don’t understand your behaviour. You (are/ are being) irrational.

f. A: “I (hear/am hearing) music.” B: “Yes, it’s the radio. Turn it o  , I (don’t listen/am not listening) to it .”

fi

ff

ff
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Depending on the situation, we need to be able to use speci  c language or 
rhetorical devices to react in a conversation or guide a conversation into a 
certain direction.

fi

In general there are di  erent ways to make your Of course, you should always be certain that 

language more colourful. Rhetorical devices are your audience (or the person you are talking to) 

one way if you feel comfortable enough to use understands and  this.

them in your second language. Literary rhetorical 

devices, such as an alliteration (two words begin-

ning with the same consonant), are not common 

in business language – except for marketing The following examples of diplomatic language 

material. However, there are some devices you can be helpful in many situations, not j ust those 

might want to use. mentioned here. In an engaging conversation 

you need to be able to show interest or add a 

 We can never, never ever thank personal comment. You can do this with the fol-

you enough. lowing techniques.

 I like outdoor sports, such as climbing, 

rafting and cycling. Statement: “I visited Riga last weekend. It ’s a 

 How did I get stuck wonderful city.”

with this idiotic task?

 It’s been forever since I last heard  Did you? Is it?

from you.  A wonderful city?

 Sure, that is a brilliant idea! (tone indi-  Riga?

cating the opposite)  Why did you go to Riga?

ff

repetition:

triple:

hyperbole:

rhetorical question:

question with auxiliary:

echo question:

irony: echo word:

wh-question:

appreciates

Showing interest

advanced learners 

Rhetorical devices 
and 
diplomatic language
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advanced learners 
Particularly open questions (starting with a 

question word) should help to keep up the 

conversation. Echoing too much might leave 

the impression that you are only listening 

half-heartedly. So, do not forget to add your 

own opinion and really react to what the other 

person has j ust told you – this is, of course, a 

 

Finally, leading a conversation you might want 

to make suggestions or persuade the other per-

When you agree with what the other person son of something you believe in. The following 

says, a conversation might be easier and more techniques might help you with this. 

pleasant . There are a few language devices for a 

quick reaction.  How about…? Shall we…?

 

 Yes, you’re right . Yes, it ’s sincerely hope, very much hope

great .  Do you want high 

 right , sure, yes, quality and low cost?

yeah, mhm, uhuh.  Social media or 

 Especially the old town. snail mail? How do you want to contact your 

customers?

When you disagree, things can get more dif-  So what is 

f icult . There are, however, some ways to soften the problem? The problem is…

what you are saying. Remember that in some  If possible… It would be 

cultures this is extremely important as too direct great if…

language is considered to be  

You should always keep an eye on auxiliary 

 Isn’t it a bit too expen- modals. Do not forget to use  instead of 

sive there?  instead of  (and really never 

 I agree with you up to some point , ); and  instead of  

but I have to say I liked Paris much better.

 Actually/ Unfortu- Using these language devices takes  

nately I have never been there. practice, but it is certainly worth the effort . 

 I don’t really agree with Your business conversations will be much more 

you. (direct !) diplomatic and your language more colourful, 

 This is not and therefore your communication will be more 

good. successful. 

no-brainer.

rude.

could

can; need to have to

must would like to want.

conscious

Suggestions and persuasion

Agreeing and disagreeing

standard phrases:

 with intensifying adverb:

standard phrases:

using opposite words:

sounds and short words:

using contrasting ideas:

giving an example:

answering your own questions:

if-clause (type 2):

negative question:

yes, but:

introductory phrase:

standard phrase:

using the opposite in negative:

emphasis

n

appreciate, to

conscious

device

emphasis

entirely

 erce

 rmly

hyperbole

no-brainer

repetition

rude

triple

utterly

vigorous

apprécier

conscient

appareil

accent

globalement

sauvage, vigoureux 

nettement, rigoureusement, 

strictement 

exagération

évidence

répétition

impoli

forme à trois exemples 

(littéralement trois fois) 

parfaitement (absolument) 

énergique

fi

fi
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advanced learners 

1. Exercise: Make these phrases more tactful 

2. Exercise: Match these adverbs to their verbs as idiomatic expressions:

3. Exercise: Add a suitable introductory phrase.

Luckily, Frankly, Unfortunately, In fact, Actually, Clearly

a.  That’s too late. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

b.  (Your suggestion:) This is a good idea. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

c.  I want to make a change to the agenda 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

d.  (Statement: I like Pizza. Your answer:) Hm.

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

e.  We had better cancel the order. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

f.  This is a horrible idea.

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

a.  ____________________________________________________________, the proj ect is running late.

b.  ____________________________________________________________, that will be di   cult .

c.  ____________________________________________________________, I know this to be true.

d.  ____________________________________________________________, this is no surprise

e.  ____________________________________________________________, you have done this before.

f.  ____________________________________________________________, we didn’t miss the train.

f

Exercises:

agree, believe, disagree, oppose, regret, recommend.

a. b.

c. d. 

e. f .

completely

fully

totally

entirely

strongly

completely

totally

utterly

deeply

sincerely

very much

fiercely

firmly

vigorously

strongly

strongly

highly

firmly

honestly

truly

sincelery
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small talk with friends 

Les amis Luke, 

Derek, Sonya, Peter, 

Christine et Michael 

se réunissent chaque 

vendredi dans le 

bar où ils ont leurs 

habitudes.

Christine: Luke:

Sonya:

Derek:

Christine: Luke:

Sonya:

Michael:

Michael:

Derek:

Michael:

Derek:

Christine:

 Oh my gosh! This summer has been  I’m not pregnant, and I can hardly get 

great. J ust great. anything done as soon as the temperature gets 

 You mean the weather, don’t you? Sun up above 30° outside.

goddess! Have you been  the sun  Don’t you have  in your 

every day? office?

 Yes! Every day at four I leave work and  No. I’ve been thinking about contacting 

go to the pool. Amnesty International. Where are the human 

 I wish I could say the same thing. We’ve rights activists when you need them?

had so much work; I have hardly been able to  Haha. While we are on the topic of 

leave work before six. But anyway, I don’t like activists and weather – I have gotten involved 

going to the  I prefer  or rivers. in a proj ect about  Some 

And that’s fine enough for one or two hours in people I know from university have started an 

the evening. What I love about this weather is  campaign targeted at companies. 

that I can wear  It’s so simple. Fortu- They provide SHE managers with material and 

nately, I don’t  easily. brochures on how to achieve small scale suc-

 Well, with my  it doesn’t seem cesses against 

to be a good idea to take long sunbaths. I’ve  That sounds interesting. I’m not sure 

been emptying one bottle of  after where you are finding the time, though.

the other.  I know. But I couldn’t say “no”. You 

 Well, I’m not complaining. It’s great to know that I’m highly work-oriented, and I 

know that you can make outdoor plans for the don’t often find the extra time for or have the 

weekend. So far, I’ve gone climbing, and rafting, opportunity to do something that I consider to 

and mountain biking. But I have to  that be  relevant. This proj ect is really well-

there have been some days which were too hot planned, and the tasks are delegated to quite 

for even me to do any outdoor activities. a few people. I really feel that this is a very im-

 Well, I have to say, I cannot stay out in portant issue. If all companies see themselves 

the sun as long as I used to. It’s too aggressive. as individually responsible for reducing 

And on the days with high  I feel  and  – and not 

very confused. I’m not sure, though, if that’s j ust for cost reasons – that would be a real 

 or not. start in the right direction. 

worshipping air conditioning

public pool. lakes climate change.

awareness

sundresses.

get sunburnt

skin type, global warming.

sunscreen

admit socially

energy 

ozone values, consumption carbon emissions

baby brain

Heat Wave
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Christine:

Sonya:

Sonya: Derek:

Christine:

Christine:

Luke: Michael:

Derek: Christine:

Luke:

Michael:

Derek:

Luke:

Christine:

Michael:

Luke:

Derek: Christine:

 I think it’s great that you are doing about  and clean  But there 

something. We are j oking about  are still a lot of people who deny that climate 

here and  them. But we are in the privi- change is even happening. 

leged geographical position of not having to  That is really hard to understand from a 

deal with constant  and maj or  European perspective.

 Actually, on a smaller scale, we can al-  I’m sure a lot of continents, Africa for in-

ready see those effects here, too. stance, don’t always understand the European 

 Yes, but around here most people’s perspective, either.

 don’t depend on weather events.  You might be quite right there. Talking 

And the technological progress in dealing with about the USA – does anyone understand the 

 is quite  unit they use to measure temperature?

 I remember when I helping to clean up  You mean Fahrenheit? It helps to 

after the damage from the  f lood remember two fixed points: water  at 32 

in 1999. That was not a  experience. degrees Fahrenheit, and it  at 212 degrees. 

The people did not know what had hit them. So this 180-degree separation equals our 

House after house destroyed. 100-degree Celsius separation. 

 I wasn’t living here then. What happened?  And so what is hot and cold 

 Well, the rivers had too much water weather?

already because of the  and  Well, at the moment, when it’s cold, 

it simply wouldn’t stop raining.  broke like in the mountains, it’s 50 degrees Fahren-

along the Isar, the Danube, the Inn and other heit . And at the sunny coastlines it might get 

rivers in southern Germany. A 100-year f lood - up to 95 degrees Fahrenheit . Although, I al-

the damage was immense. ways feel that  is an important factor. 

 You aren’t from there. How come you Some days when you leave a house in New 

helped? York, you are wet within three minutes – and 

 My girlfriend at the time was from there. not because it’s raining.

We went to her parent’s house to help. They  Thanks, that helps. But I will probably 

were safe, but we stayed to help the others. forget it again. I can’t seem to remember a lot 

 Now imagine something like that hap- these days.

pening every year. Or imagine having no water  As I said, it’s the heat wave. As soon as it’s 

at all. It’s high time for the next step after the cooled down a bit, you’ll be back up to your 

Kyoto Protocol. usual standard. 

 Well, the USA would be important. It  Let’s hope so. I’ ll get some more ice. 

seems they are finally getting on to it – talking Anyone else? 

renewable energies.

heat waves

enj oy

droughts f loods.

livelihoods

high water levels impressive.

Pentecost freezes

pleasant boils

Alpine melt water,

Dams

humidity

■

heat waveadmit, to
high water levelair conditioning 
humidityAlpine melt water 
impressive

awareness lake

baby brain livelihood

ozone value

Pentecost 
boil, to (also Whitsun)

carbon emission pleasant

public pool
climate change renewable energy

dam skin type

drought social(ly)

energy consumption sunburnt, to get

enjoy, to sundress

sunscreen
 ood unit
freeze, to worship, to 
global warming

vague de chaleur admettre
crueclimatisation
humidité, humidité de l’air eau de fonte provenant 

des montages (Alpes) impressionnant

conscience lac

“baby brain” (perte moyen de subsistance 

de mémoire pendant valeur d’ozone 
la grossesse)

Pentecôte
cuire

émissions de dioxyde agréable
de carbone piscine publique
changement climatique énergie renouvelable

barrage type de peau

sécheresse socialement, social 

consommation d’énergie attraper un coup de soleil

apprécier, aimer, vêtement d’été
plaire à

crème solaire
inondation, submersion unité
geler, congeler offrir, honorer, rendre 
réchauffement global hommage

fl



Across: Down:

 1   2  

 4   3  

 6   5  

 7   8  

 9   9  

10  11  

12  12  

13  14  

17  15  

18  16  

a long time without water (noun) device with keys to write on paper (noun)

opp. shrink (verb) container for water (noun) 

opp.  exible (adj .) belief that something is a certain way (noun) 

syn. because of (two words) female piece of clothing in summer (noun)

visual or image for an idea (noun) in the middle (adj .) 

grouping in patterns (verb) syn. buddy (noun)

traveling from home to work (verb) make someone change their mind (verb)

watering (noun) opp. boil (verb)

by coincidence (adj .) item connecting two things (noun) 

directly next to (adj .) be sorry about, complain (verb) 

fl

*   adj = adj ective; opp. = opposite; 
syn = synonym

Crossword

crossword 
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EXERCISE - VOCABULARY BUILDER

This vocabulary series is designed to achieve two goals: to add a larger number of words to your perma-

nent working vocabulary, and to teach the most useful of the classical word-building roots to help you 

continue expanding your vocabulary in the future.

Choose the closest de  nition:fi

adherent  Someone who follows a leader, a party, or a profession. One who believes in a particular  

  philosophy or religion.

  

cohesion  The act or state of sticking together. , which contains the pre  x co-, ,  

  generally refers to similar things sticking together. , on the other hand, usually  

  means sticking to something of a different kind, in the way that adhesive tape does.

  

incoherent Unclear or dif  cult to understand; loosely organised or inconsistent. Commonly refers to  

  thought and words. Incoherent in speech may result from emotional stress.

  

inherent  Part of something by nature or habit.

  

centrifugal Moving outward from a centre or central focus.

  

fugue  A musical form in which a theme is echoed and imitated by voices or instruments that  

  enter one after another and interweaveas the piece proceeds.

  

supterfuge A trick designed to help conceal, escape, or evade; a deceptive trick.

inherent cohesion

fugue

subterfuge

adherent

incoherent

centrifugal

fugititve

fugitive  A person who  ees or tries to escape.

The general‘s adherents heavily outnumbered his opponents and managed to shout them  

  down repeatedly.

Successful athletic teams usually achieve their victories through tight cohesion among the  

  players.

She was tired of her boss‘s angry lectures, which usually turned into incoherent ranting and  

  raving. 

A guiding belief behind our constitution is that individuals have certain inherent rights that  

  ought to be protected from governmental interference..

Their favourite ride was the Round-up, in which centrifugal force  attened them against  

  the outer wall of a rapicly spinning cage. 

For his debut on the new organ, the church organist chose a fugue by J.S. Bach.

a) part of, b) inherited, c) confused, d) loyal a) unity, b) thoughtfulness, c) uniformity, 

d) thoughtlessness

a) mathematical formula b) musical form, 

c) marginal  gure d) masonry foundation a) overhead serve, b) unerhanded plot, c) powerful 

force, d) secret supporter

a) sticker, b) stinker, c) follower, d)  ower

a) attached, b) constant, c) controlled, d) confused

moving... a) upward, b) backward, 

c) downward d) outward a) traveller b) sailor, c) escapee, d) drifter

fl

fi

fl

ROOT: HER/HES

ROOT: FUG

From Latin , to stick, get stuck. This has produced words with two kinds of meaning. A 
word such as  means basically sticking, whereas a word such as  means more or 
less stuck in one place.

From Latin , to  ee or escape. A refugee  ees from some threat or danger to a refuge, 
which is a place that provides shelter and safety.

haerere

adhesive hesitate

 fugere

Cohesion together

Adhesion

fi

fi

fl

fl fl
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IBM’s  rst disk 
storage unit

fi

The hard drive has been the staple of the storage industry since the  rst one 
was shipped in 1956, and will continue to remain so for the foreseeable future. 
The  rst hard drive, the IBM 350 Disk File, was designed to work with the IBM 
305 RAMAC mainframe computer.

fi

fi

The IBM 350 Disk Storage was a maj or component The 350 Disk Storage Unit consisted of the magnetic 

of the IBM 305 RAMAC (Random Access Memory disk memory unit with its access mechanism, the 

Accounting) system, introduced in September 1956. electronic and pneumatic controls for the access 

The 305 was a  exible, electronic, mechanism, and a small . Assembled 

 that enabled businesses to with covers, the 350 was 1.52 m long, 1.73 m high 

record transactions as they occurred and and 74 cm  deep. It was con gured with 50 mag- 

re  ect each entry in  accounts. It netic disks containing 50,000 sectors, each of which 

maintained on a real-time basis, provided held 100 alphanumeric characters, for a of 

random access to any record, eliminated , 5 million characters. 

and could simultaneously produce output by either 

print or punched cards.

The 305 system consisted of the IBM 305 Processing 

Unit (containing the , mag-

netic  and electronic logical and arith- Disks rotated at 1,200 rpm, tracks were recorded at 

metic ), the IBM 370 Printer (an 80-position up to 4 bits/mm, and typical head-to-disk spac-

serial-output printer with tape control ), the ing was 20.3 µ. The execution of a  

IBM 323 Card Punch (similar to the IBM 523 positioned a read-write head to the track that con-

, providing for 80 columns of output tained the desired sector and selected the sector for 

punching), the IBM 380 Console (containing the a later read or write operation.  averaged 

card feed, typewriter, keyboard and indicator lights about 600 milliseconds. 

and control keys), the IBM 340 Power Supply (sup- In 1958, the 305 system was to permit an 

plying power for all components except the motors optional additional 350 Disk Storage Unit, thereby 

in the 350 disk storage unit), a utility table t doubling storage capacity; and an additional 

to the console, and the IBM 350 Disk Storage Unit .  for each 350. 

fl

fi

fl

 general purpose air compressor

data processing machine

concur-

rently a  ected

records capacity 

peak loads

magnetic process drum

core register

circuits

carriage “seek” instruction

Gang 

Summary Punch

Seek time

enhanced 

adj acen access 

arm

f

In 1958 the system permitted an 

optional additional storage unit

history 

The IBM hard drive could have stored exactly one iPhone picture. The  rst model of IBM’s  350 Disk File weighed about one ton, and 
stored up to 5 million characters of data on 50 spinning disks.

fi

L’IBM 350,  premier 

disque dur au 

monde, a été pré-

senté au public le 

4 septembre 1956 

comme composant 

de l’ordinateur IBM 

305 RAMAC.
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The dual arms used to record or read data from the 

350 disk storage unit . The dual arms used to record 

or read data from the 350 . With 

storage capacities of 5 million and 10 million , 

and the capability to be installed either singly or in 

pairs, the 350 provided the 305 system with storage 

capacities of 5, 10, 15 or 20 million characters.

More than 1,000 305s were built before production 

ended in 1961. The 305 RAMAC was one of the last 

systems designed in IBM. 

Here is an  from a 1957 IBM press release:  

Four revolutionary new products to  the 

trend toward o   ce and plant automation were an-

nounced today by International Business Machines history of IBM and, I believe, in the history of the 

Corp.: o   ce equipment industry. These products provide 

 305 RAMAC and 650 RAMAC, two electronic the most signi  cant advancement toward business 

data processing machines using IBM’s random control and operation by electronics to be made 

access memory, a stack of disks that stores thus far.”

millions of facts and  gures less than a second Mr. Watson went on to say that continuous

from management’s reach. Because transac- will mean that business transactions will be 

tions are processed as they occur, the fresh completely processed right after they occur. There 

facts held in a random access memory show will be no delays while data is grouped for 

business as it is right now, not as it was hours  People running a business will be able to 

or weeks ago. get the fresh facts they need, at once. Random ac-

 Automatic Production Recording equipment, cess memory equipment will not only revolutionise 

or APR, the  rst machine system for automati- punched card accounting but also magnetic tape 

cally  vital data from  accounting. Automatic production recording, he 

and processing it in a form suitable for quick noted, will provide the much-needed link between 

management action. the production  oor and the data processing 

 The  rst electronic , an IBM electric department. APR closes an important segment of 

typewriter which “reads” business forms and the “loop” needed for full automation. Mr. Watson 

does all the tabulation setting for the typist added that the new electronic  setter on the IBM 

electronically. electric typewriter will be a tremendous time and 

In announcing the products, Thomas Watson work saver to every typist who works with prepared 

said: “Today is the greatest new product day in the business forms and documents.

disk storage unit

digits

vacuum tube 

 abstract

 accelerate

 ac-

counting 

batch 

processing.

extracting assembly lines

typewriter

tab

650 RAMAC announcement

f

f

fi

fi

fi

fl
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●

●

● 

abstract extrait

accelerate accélérer

accounting comptabilité

adjacent adjacent

affected affecté, in  uencé

air compressor compresseur à air 

assembly line système de montage

batch processing traitement par lots 

capacité

chariot

ligne, circuit 

concurrent simultané

core register registre de base 

data processing machine système de traitement 
de données

digit chiffre

disk storage unit disque dur

enhance, to améliorer

extract, to extraire, sélectionner 

gang summary punch perforateur de sommes 
de séries

general purpose universel

magnetic process drum unité centrale 
magnétique

peak load charge de pointe

seek instruction ordre d’accès

seek time temps d’accès 

stack of disks pile de disques

tab tabulateur

tabulation disposition, évaluation 

typewriter machine à écrire

vacuum tube tube électronique

capacity

carriage

circuit

fl

The dual arms used 

to record or read data 

from the 350 disk stor-

age unit .
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Little robots
Today, let us be “Fast, Cheap, and Out 

of Control.” The University of Houston’s 

College of Engineering presents this 

series about the machines that make 

our civilisation run, and the people 

whose ingenuity created them. 

applicance, widget 

members of

work

develop

re  ned

extent, degree

basically

reply

footpath

hurdles

turn

react

work

number of, squadron

trash, waste

fi

Here‘s a photo in Science magazine. Seven young 

women and twelve young men all stand behind a 

pile of electronic . They seem to be having 

the time of their lives. They like to call themselves 

the “Insect Lab,” but these aren‘t entomologists - 

these are engineers. 

They‘re  the MIT program in design, and 

the insects are small robots. The general public 

would be surprised at the level of and sophi-

stication that‘s gone into robots already. Robots are 

no longer the stu   of science  ction. They‘re heavily 

involved in American and J apanese manufacturing. good engineering is like good society. Technologies 

This group has a strain of small robots function best when they‘re not under full control. 

that do very things - things like walking Some things must be controlled, of course, but at 

on their own legs. In the past, that‘s taken enor- the right l. Both the designer and the machine 

mously complex arti  cial intelligence. But the MIT itself have to be at liberty to respond to the world 

group is  interested in machine auto- around them. We already know that a free person 

nomy. So they‘ve asked, “How much thought do does the best j ob of running things. Now we‘re 

you and I give to walking?” The , of course,  nding that‘s true of our machines, as well. 

is, “Hardly any !” We think about other things when I‘m J ohn Lienhard, at the University of Houston, 

we walk. Our legs simply react - to the , where we‘re interested in the way inventive minds 

to subconscious suggestions from our brain, and to work.  

small . 

They‘ve built a set of very simple little bugs - a 

whole taxonomy of walking machines. These robots 

give little thought to walking. Their legs are pro-

gramed primarily to respond. One, skittering across 

the  oor, sees a book in its way. Each leg , as 

it must, to clamber over the book. 

The bugs can be given higher-order minds. The 

larger brain directs gross motion - starting, stopping, 

and setting direction - as well as doing a j ob. These 

robots probabilistically, not perfectly. You 

might, for example turn a of robot „mice“ loose 

in your house to pick up dirt and trash. They would 

scurry about, getting 98 percent of the . That‘s 

not perfect, but it‘s better than I do when I clean up. 

The Insect Lab‘s motto is “Fast, Cheap, and Out of 

Control.” 

It‘s the “Out of Control” part that catches us 

by surprise. Engineers have been stereotyped as 

people who want to be in control of all the details. 

Not true! Not true at all! Good engineers know that 

gadgetry

part of

e  ort 

created 

sophisticated 

leve

fundmentally

answer

pavement

obstacles

responds

function 

 eet 

j unk

f
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www.uh.edu/engines/epi2671.htm 

www.uh.edu/engines

Ce texte qui fait partie de la série radio « Engines of Our 

Ingenuity » est présenté ici avec l’accord amical de l’auteur 

et de la station-radio KUHF. Vous trouverez le texte original 

et 2600 autres chroniques sur l’histoire de la technique sur 
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Founded on the core mission of connecting 
the likeminded engineers around the globe, 
Interesting Engineering is now a leading 
community with more than 4 million+ minds. 
Every day a new idea, a new thought, an 

In this revealing business advice book, the magic upcoming technology or an engineering bre-
of the World Famous Pike Place Fish Market 

akthrough that will change the way you think 
proves a dynamic example of what a group of 

about technology and engineering in today ’s people can create when they are aligned and living a powerful vision. Here 
world and in near future is shared.for the  rst time, owner J ohn Yokoyama explains in his own words j ust how 
 he transformed his business into a workplace that is renowned worldwide. 

 o  ers Yokoyama’s cohesive strategy for achieving world fa-
mous results for owners, managers, and front-line workers alike. Once you 

HowStu  Works explains thousands of topics, understand the generative principles behind the World Famous Pike Place 
from engines to lock-picking to ESP, with Fish Market you, too, can develop a culture that leads to excellent employee 
videos and illustrations so you can learn how morale and legendary customer service.
everything works.

Engineering Unit Converter - this app is a 
comprehensive engineering unit converter 
with an intuitive spinning wheel interface. 
There is no ad, no hidden code, no need for 
a network connection, and the total size is 
about half a megabyte. By thermo  uids.net

Pour les étudiants et les professionnels, cet 
 ouvrage constitue une référence incontournable. 
Découpé par grands thèmes (banque, mar-
keting, droit…), il garantit la prise en compte de 
l’évolution linguistique de l’économie et de ses 
conséquences. Dé  nitions, extraits d’ouvrages, 

phrases clés, vocabulaire et exercices en font un guide complet pour maî-
triser la langue des a  aires.

fi

fl

fi
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ff
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When  sh  y

interestingengineering.com

howstu  works.com

APPS
Dictionnaire économique, 
commercial &  nancier  

fi fl

fi

Éditeur : Hachette Books
Livre en anglais (version originale)
ISBN : 1401300618
EAN : 978-1401300616

Éditeur : Pocket (j anvier 2008)
Bilingue français-anglais
ISBN : 2266182668
EAN : 978-2266182669

Et sur Internet

When Fish Fly

RÉPONSES

seen.heard.read 

ff
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Key Idiomatic English, see page 49

Réponses p. 19 Réponses p. 23 

driving unit, 1  Actuator 11  Reach inherent a)
vertical axis A , arm,  2  Hand 12  Pick-And-Place Task fugue b)
stand, degrees of free- 3  Centrifugal Force 13  Programmable Logi- adherent c) 
dom; 4  Teach        cal Controller (PLC) centrifugal d)

5  Error 14  Pitch cohesion a)
manipulator, six axis 6  Gantry Robot 15  Closed-Loop subterfuge b)
robot, robot foot, 7  Proximity Sensor 16  Instruction incoherent d) 
driving unit, toothed 8  Industrial Robot 17  Servo Control fugitive c)
transmission gear, 9  Kinematics 18  Orientation
driving unit, horizontal 10  Operator 19  Axis
axis B, robot arm 20  World coordinates

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Réponses p. 60 

Personal protective equipment: ballistic vest, boots, cut-resistant, 
earmu  s, earplugs, gas mask, gloves, goggles, hard hat, helmet, face 
shield, lab coat, respirator, safety gear.

ff
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The last straw...
Tongue Twisters

Animal Sounds

Idioms – Redensarten

How much wood would a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck 

could chuck wood? A woodchuck would chuck all the wood that 

he could if a woodchuck could chuck wood

Sister Sue sells sea shells. She sells sea shells on shore. The shells 

she sells. Are sea shells she sees. Sure she sees shells she sells

You‘ve known me to light a night light on a light night like 

tonight. There‘s no need to light a night light on a light night like 

tonight, for a night light‘s a slight light on tonight‘s light night

The onomatopoeia we apply to animal sounds varies delightfully 

around the world. This diversity re  ects the unique  avour and 

panache of different languages. It’s one of the many joys of 

exploring the linguistic quirks of other tongues.

fl fl

FAMOUS WORDS...

You must be the change you wish to 
see in the world.       —Gandhi 

Perfection is achieved, not when there 
is nothing more to add, but when there 
is nothing left to take away.

—Antoine de Saint-Exupéry 

The real voyage of discovery consists 
not in seeking new lands but seeing 
with new eyes.     —Marcel Proust
“

the last straw

distractify.com
To be out of the woods: être sorti 

de l‘auberge

Arrêtez de tourner 

autour du pot !
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Pour continuer à améliorer et pratiquer votre anglais professionnel, 

abonnez-vous pour 1 an, soit 4 numéros, 

pour seulement 99€ au lieu de 128€*.

Il vous su   t de cliquer le bouton ci-dessous et de remplir notre formulaire. 

Vous recevrez les prochains numéros dès leur parution.

Pour cela, rien de plus simple !

f

* Tarif TTC (TVA sur l’abonnement : 5,5%) –  Règlement à réception de facture – O  re réservée à la France métropolitaine

RCS Bobigny 380 985 937 – SAS au capital de 500 000 € – SIRET 380 985 937 00032 – TVA FR 33 380 985 937 

�

Vous aimez Engine ?
ABONNEZ-VOUS !

99 €

128 €

Je m’abonne

https://cdn.techniques-ingenieur.fr/etisatisfaction/GO/engine/index.php
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